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:KBU r~jects EU~.:. . __..:._·affiliatiOn·vote
by Gary Duncan

,

At a rowdy, atmospheric
and at'times chaotic General
Meeting of King's Building.s
Union (KBU) last Thursday,
a motion calling for a referendum on the affiliation of KBU
to Edinburgh University Students' Association was overwhelmingly reject~d. The
meeting went on to pass a
motion reprimanding the
Executive of the Science Students' Council (SSC) "for acting in an undemocratic manner". After the meeting, those
against the affiliation were
jubilant whilst the Students'
Association representatives,
and a number of others, were
highly critical of the way the
meeting had been conducted.
The de bate on the , affiliation
open~d with the SSC Convener,
Paul Davies , proposing the
motion ca lling for a referendum.
. Mr Davies was greeted by jeering
_is he took the platform and said,
"I do not deny that I would like to
see KBU join EUSA ." He went
on to say that he believed the Students·
Association
provided
"good services (more heckling),
and that he "wanted to see the
options put to students" .
The main argumen t for affiliation was, he said, that the Univer- .
sity's Catering Department was
withd rawing from KBU. Mr
Davies fe lt that the Students'
Association cou ld provide a better replacement service than
could KBU alone.
Studenis' Association Deputy
President Harry Elwin faced an
equally vociferous reception .
Members of the audience

responded fiercely when Mr
Elwin outlined ·the details for
associate membe rship of EUSA.
Mr Elwin went on to outl ine the
"advantages" of a possible affilia-.
tion and EUSA 's plans for a catering service. ·

Malcolm
Rifkind
PLUS

Speaking against the motion ,
Murray Low, a former KBU President , acc~sed Mr Davies of
"pro paga nda
malicious lies
. ·.. and self-publicity" .. Denying
the need for a referendum. he
claimed that the General Meeting
was " the -most democratic form of
running a union". Intervening , a
.member of the audience asked.
"What have you got to fear?"
(from a referendum). Mr Low
replied, "This is what you've got
to · fear prick-puss", and was
reprimanded by the chairman.
KBU President Ian Gray . Mr Low
wen t on to say that the · issue
"should be decided tonight" . and
claimed that the structure of the
Students· Association meant that
an affi liated KBU would no
longer be in the control of stu. dents at King's Buildings.
Backing Mr Low. Andrew
Holm said that KBU was "well in
control of the catering situation",
and was "in a position to run an
efficient service". He denied that
EUSA was "a larger organisation
with a better financial base", and
said tha n the Students· Association ''would struggle to set up a
catering service here before
l~T.

,

jfhe four speakers then
answe red questions from the floor
during which Harry Elwin faced
more jeering from opponents of
affiliation.
Confusion followed as votes
• Continued on page 4
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Rifkind
pi<;ks ski winner
.

'
Mr Makolm :Ritkind, the new Secretary of State for Scotland, is
pictured hol4ing the winning entry for Student's ski , holid11y
competition. Mr Rifkind drew the entry of Steve Lucas, a third year
Business Studies student, who has won, as a result, a week's free skiing
for two in Tignes, France. Hundreds of entries came in, and the correct
answers were.: 1, Sarajevo; 2, Cross-country skiing; 3, Val d'lsere.
Hopefully, Steve will be the wonder of the slopes!
Photo by David Yarrow

BR offer cheap return to London
•

by Sally Burlton

1

·

Throughout
February,
British Rail is cutting its
Saver fare by up to 80 per
cent, to offer fantastic reductions to -all holders ·or the
Young Persons' Railcard.

/

card or on the Saver fare will also the railcard during February will
apply to what British Rail calls the make use of the reduced fares
Fabulous February Fare.
· available during the .rest of the
· British Rail told Student that year.
'
the offer was decided upon in
· A good response is -expected.
<!r~er to promote the sale of the Similar promotions of the sale of

•

l

.

"led it a "good opportu;nity for
youn·g people".
i

PLUS

John Peel ·
interview
Jesus and Mary
Chain

In response to numerous complaints concerning the , lack of
facilities for cyelists, British Rail is·
making more 125 trains avail.able
for those wishing to take their
bikes with them. All weekend
-pages 12-14
Intercity 125 trains will now have
Tickets which normally cost
space for bicycles. Plans are also
up to £20 will now cost £4, those
Sports spotlight .. ·.
being made to increase the space
costing over £40 will be sold for
for bikes · on weekday trains
£8, and the maximum price for
any ticket over £40 will be the
Reservations - compulsory on
princely sum of £12, Edinburgh to
Saturday. ·Sundays and B~nk
London return (normally in the
Holidays. - can now be made in
region of £30) will cost a mere £8.
advance. A charge of £3.00will be
And for those of us not going
.made .per single journey., coverquite so far south, the return fare
, ing the fee for cycle carriage and
between Edinburgh and Manreservation. At weekends and
CQ~ster is only £4.
·
'.Bank Holidays the £3.00 will
This offer is available on all L..-...,..-----~--------;::a,,,-.;;::.,_.;:.:.::.:..,;;;;;;-1
rail fares, not just Intercity ones. . Young Persons' Railcard at a time .Senior Citizen Cards have encour- ·allow an additional journey on the ,
However there is one hitch if when the trains are not quite so. aged them to · repeat the special same day - the return leg for ·
·
you're pl;nning a weekend away: · busy. 'All ijeople under the age of offer, something B.ptish Rail· example.
you'll have to leave before midday .24 , or' students in fu)l-time educa- hopes to be_able to do for young e On February 12 there wili be
tion, /Ire eligible fm the railcard, people next year. No loss 1,of an NUS lobby of Parliament. Use
on Friday, as the cheap fare
not be valid between 12 noon and which costs ·£12 and is valid for money is anticipated as they of cheap fare could be made to go
8 pm on that day. In addition , any one year. It is hoped that those believe .the scheme will increase down and len_<j your support.
.
-pages 19-20
restriction on the use of the rail-· who have been enco·uraged to buy the lJ:larket: a BR spok~s~an c~ISally Burlton
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Education Action Week• Lobby• Lottery• Canavan Speech• Further .Action

Action Week ends with lobby

Canavan
•

•

JOlilS

Action
Week

The defiant spirit of EUSA's
Week of Action was sustained at its
final public meeting on Friday, in
which speakers, including Labour
MP Dennis Canavan condemned
the government's attitude towards
education and reiterated the need
to fight back against the cuts. The
meeting, held in conjunction with
the Labour Club, took place at the
Teviot.
The speakers were Donald'Pollock (EUSA Treasurer) , Lisa
Kendall (member of Edinburgh's
Students' Representative council) , Stephen Carter (Aberdeen
SRC President), Austin Lally
(Ulasgow SH.C President) and
Dennis Canavan (Labour MP,
Falkirk West) . Also present were
Mike Devlfn (EUSA President)
and Robbie Foy (EUSA Secretary) .
The first speaker, Don ald Pollock , summed up the cuts in
academic finance , which he said
- would increase students' depenIsabel Campbell dency on their parents and create
a financi al barrier for youths
wanting to get to educational
institutions.
Lisa Kendall spoke of the government's cut in the funding of
universities. She argued that "the
attitude of this government'"
would bring on a "situation of
elitism in which only the most
Last Friday night the Unions intelligent would be able to get an
saw .the results of Lottery 300 education".
being drawn; the symbolic competition held to highlight the
EUSA Edudation Week of
Action .
The £300 total prize money,
representing the 17% fall in the
real value of the student grant
since 1979, was divided into prizes
of £25 each . The names and matriculation numbers are: Morag
Allen , 8313702; Markin Brown,
8508947; Edward FitzwilliamWhile Stephen Carter strongly
Lay, 8420549; Miranda Frank ,
8513301; Dave Howe , 8317877; condemned the government's
James King, 8109779; Martin Higher Education Green Paper
Langstaff, 8430753; Michael Mar- which accuses student unions of
tin, 8205692; Simon Robinson , lacking in democracy !Ind true
8512030;
Louise
Simpson, representatign Austin Lally .spoke
8330460; C. Sinclair, 8337990; of the importance to " umte. all
and Andrew Sparrow , 8518565.
over the country io fight aga1Dst
In all , 1127 letters putting pres- the cuts". Mr Lally stressed the
sure on relevant MPs were writ- need for imaginative and eyeten. Of these, 959 were to local catching campaigns which "has to
MPs , 95 to other MPs outside go on even after Education
Edinburgh, and 23 were written to Week" . This point was taken up
the Scottish Education Minister, by Dennis Canavan.
The Labour MP maintained
Allan Stewart, Sir Keith Joseph
received 40 letters protesting that only "by sustained pressure
against the government cuts, and can the government be budged".
Mrs Thatcher received 11 .
To cheers from the EUSA clan,
To be included in the draw, stu- "e promised that increasing es t
e,
dents had only to write a letter to cational spending " will be
ari · MP expressing their concern priority" wllen Labour gets back
over the education and student into power, for , " investment ID
grant cuts. The lottery encour- education equals investment 1p
aged many students to write and the future of this country" . Money
thus helped to fulfil the objectives for this investment, he said, would
of EUSA in staging Education come from the area of defence · In
Action Week. The Association response to allegations that Tnwas aiming to increase student dent cannot pay for everything,
awareness of the cuts and the sev- Mr Canavan replied drily th~t the
erity of the fall in the real value of £10 million now spent on Tndent
the grant, and to put constructive "would help".
pressure on local MPs. Another
About 40 people were at th.e
important hope of EUSA was that meeting and towards the end this
Education Action Week would number had dwindled to less tha~
increase awareness of the pre- 20 Robbie Foy cited the lack 0
·
· te
sence of the Students' Association publicity
and the last-mi~u
amongst students.
change of location as possible
Winners who have not yet reasons for the low turnout . Yet
received their prizes should do so he found the meeting to be " ~utu
from EUSA Secretary Robbie ally beneficial" especially ID the
Foy.
light of the group of Conservauve
students who were present.
Xiao-Shu Meng
Sarah Forsyth

More student protests on way Twelve
lucky
February looks set to be a month
of student protest against Government proposals to reduce grants
and withdraw entitlement to social
security benefits.
In the wake of EUSA's Education Action Week , three important events have already been
arranged for the coming week's by
the National Union of Students.
Next Wednesday (February
12) , there is to be a mass lobby of
Parliament, which parents are
being encouraged to attend as
well as students. A rally that day
in Westminster will be addressed
by Neil Kinnock , David Steel,
David Owen and, it is hoped , a
prominent Conservative MP.
The following week , the NUS
lSCotland) have declared February
19 and 20 as Scottish · Days of
action. Students at NUS-affiliated
colleges and universities are being

asked to stage overnight occupations of buildings and campuses.
This is to be followed by mass
posti ngs of letters to MPs the following morning.
Meanwhile, on Wednesday
February 26 the NUS is organising
a major demonstration and rally
in central London . This is
expected to be the major focus of
the campaign, with students converging o n London from all over
Britain .
e As well as grant and benefit
cuts, students face the additional

financial burden of having to contribute to the cost of local government sert'vices.
The Government's Green
Paper on ratin reform , which was
published last week 1proposes a
flat rate tax ft>r all adul{s over 18.
Students would be liable for this
'community charge' at their termtime addresses,although they
might also be entitled to rebates, '
along with others on low incomes.
However, the recent White Paper
on Social Security states that
"everyone should make a contribution towards the cost of their
local services", '1nd it suggests a
· figure of "at least 20 per cent".
The average individual 'community charge', which is to be
introduce initially only in Scotland. from 1989. would be £200.
· Alastair Dalton

AUT questions motives
The government's propllSllls
that all universities ought" to be
able to sack staff on grounds of
''redundancy" or "financial exigency'', outlined in the recent
Green Paper on Higher Education, has led the AUT this week to
call into question Sir Keith
Joseph's commitment to academic
freedom.
At present Edinburgh has a
"hard tenure", meaning staff can
only be sacked if the lecturer
"doesn 't fulfil his or her duties or
is guilty of serious misconduct".
·Tue AUT feel that if such an
arrangement was to be changed
the academic freedom of both the
University and the individual
member of staff could be seriously
threatened.
Such anxieties were echoed by
some of those who attended the
General Assembly of Staff on
Tuesday 27th January. One lecturer asserted that the question
was of a " more worrying" nature
than even the AUT made out.
According 't o Professor Vandome, President ot the AUT in

Edinburgh , the proposals make it
easier for the government to cut
funding , si nce approximately 65
pef cent of current funding is
taken up by staff costs. Consequently, a situation is created
whereby the universities could be
increasingly unwilling to criticise
the government.
Aside from the question of
academic freedom , the AUT are
worried about the threat to the
"condition· of service'"' which the
abro.l(ation of tenure would represent. In the words of Dr. Glenys
Davies, secretary of the AUT
Edinburgh, the loss of tenure
would "make a badly paid job
very unattractive". She expressed
deep concern about the future
prospects of both keeping and
recruiting "the best people"
together with the future of morale
which according to the AUT is
crucial to the efficiency of the university system .
The AUT are also highly critical of proposals which will lead to
a situation whereby promotion
would lead to greater insecurity

since the new provisions would
only apply to new and promoted
staff.
In reply to the Principal's personal view that academic freedom
was unaffected before the introduction of tenure, the AUT point
to the future uncertainties of universities being open to the pressures of a government increasingly active in their affairs and the
inevitable threat to academic freedom such unwelcome attention
will represent.
However, the government
argue that current legislation protecting against unfair dismissal is
adequate. Professor Vandome
dismisses this argµment as " nonsense" while Dr. Ammanuel, cliair
man of the AUT's Salaries Committee, cites numerous examples
of temporary research staff failing
to get renewal of contract following disagreements on academic
matters with the heads of their
research unit.

Michael Bu~eister
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Assaults give
rise to concern
An 18-year-old female student
from Edinburgh University was
indecently assaulted last week in
Hill Place, near Surgeons' Hall ..
The police are treating this as
an isolated incident. They are
looking for a man aged about 40, 5
foot 7 inches tall, of averagt: build ,
with brown , medium length hair.
At the time of the auack he was
wearing a long dark overcoat,
dark corduroy trousers , a jumper
and a woollen hat.
According to the police, the
vicinity of Edi nburgh University
is rel atively safe, with few cases of
this kind occurring. They point to
the central area around Princes
Street as the blackspot for attacks.
The Meadows are surprisingly
not one of the most dangerous
areas, with few cases of assault
being reported to the police.
Extra caution by students, due to
the area's notoriety, may be
responsible for the low numbers ,
or else victims themselves might
not be reporting attacks. At the
moment the University organises
a group to cross the Meadows
every night. This leaves from the
library at 10 pm.
Pollock Halls are also reported
to be safe because of the difficulty
for non-students to get in.
EUSA President Mike Devlin
said that he was alarmed by this

3

Sabbaticals hit back

The joint response of all eight
Scottish Universities to the govern:
ment's Green Paper attack on student unionism has been launched
at a Press Conference in Edinrecent assault so near the Univer- burgh. The sabbatical student
sity. He would like to hear from Presidents of the eight universities
any other victim of such attacks, have united to submit a comemphasising that they would be prehensive document to Education
treated with absolute confiden- Secretary Sir Keith Joseph
tiality. He felt that it was imporAt the Press launch , it was
tant that this problem should be made clear that the 58-page docutackled.
ment was not an attempt to ansThe other colleges in and wer the whole Green Paper,
around Edinburgh also say they Development of Higher Education
receive few reports from students into the 1990s, but instead a subwho have been attacked in and mission in answer to the specific
around their campus areas .
points made in attack of student
unionism itself.
The Dundee University Presi• A second attack occurred in dent stressed that "students have· Eyes down for a full house ...
. the University vicinity early on the right to be represented on
- almost a quarter of whom are at
Saturday morning when ii 27- every issue. Students have the
Edinburgh_ University. All eight
year-old woman was indecently right to express concern about any
Universities had their individual
assa ulted on Coronation Walk in
responses endorsed by their
the Meadows.
respective Students' RepresentaShe was grabbed from behind
tive Council. Some, including
.and pushed to the ground, but
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dunfought back with the help of pasdee, have also received the formal
sers-by in the area.
endorsement and commendaThe woman ·s attacker, a man in
tion from their University Court.
his twenties , then ran off. The
Political support has been expres-.
police have described him as 5 ft. 8
sed from many of Scotland's 72
ins., of medium build, with short
MPs, each of whom were sent a
dark hair. However, Chief
copy of the document.
_ Inspector Tom Wood told Student
The Response contains a
that he is not connecting the two
detailed breakdown of the strucincidents because of the different issue. and we all feel that the ture, finance , and organisation of
descriptions he has of the two guvt:rnmem 1s cnauengmg that Scotland's eight Students' Associmen. He warned young people to right."
The document represents not ati"ons, SRCs, and Unions. In
avoid badly lit areas when returnonly the views of the 24 student each case , the democratic nature
ing home late at night.
sabbaticals in Scotland , but hope- of each organisation, and the
fully also the views of all Scot- value of the services and facilities
land's 48,000 university students each offers to its student member-

Photo: Craig McNic'ol

ship , is stressed.
Speaking at the Press conference , all'eight Presidents agreedthat there had been "virtually
unanimous" agree ment about
what ought to be expressed in the
Response.
EUSA President Mike Devlin
was interviewed by a number of
Press representatives , including
BBC Radio and Radio Forth
about the joint Response . Speaking to Student he said that he was
'"delighted" with the success of the
Press launch. He added that the
·submission of the document did
not mark the conclusion of a lot of
paperwork. but instead the beginning of a concerted campaign to
oppose the present government"s
attack on student unionism .
Devin Scobie

South Africa-no excuses
South Africa is "on the ver~e of
a revolutionary upsurge", according to George Johannes, a British
spokesman for the African
National congress.

In a speech to Edinburgh University Anti-Apartheid Society
last Thursday he stated that the
regime led by P. W. Botha had lost
its political mandate even trom
many traditional areas of support
with businessmen "overflowing
Pretoria and meeting the ANC".
South African church.es regard
apartheid as a "heresy" and more
than 10,000 young whites are in
prison for refusing conscription to
what George Johannes called a
" racist and fundamentally ruthless army".
Affirming the need for the use

of 'force, Mr Johannes said the
ANC was "no longer prepared to
make any excuses to anyone .. and
while '·armed struggle is not the
be all and end all ... no struggle
can be won without a fight"".
Concerning the spread of violence to white areas he warned.
··Jt is unfortunate but it will have
to happen, white people must
bear a responsibility. " Despite
this he stated there would be a
plea for whites to join the ANC in,
South Africa.
Mr Johannes attacked the
Western nations' position regarding south Africa, saying they
"build their economies · on the
of
black
super-exploitation
people". If in power, the ANC
would nationalise all aspects of
the South African economv.

including the economically and
politically sensitive gold and
uranium production to stop the
country being '·an appendage of
Barclays Bank··.
Saying "that Moaning Minnie
Margaret Thatcher does not
speak for the British people·· . he
called on Edinburgh students to
support "the struggle of young
people in -South Africa who are
denied the right to sit in university
unmolested'".
The Anti-Apartheid Society is
holding a demonstration outside
the Laws supermarket on Nicolson Street today (Thursday) from
I o 'clock in protest at their stocking of various South African prodducts.
Ian Robertson

Better prospects

Last Friday saw the occation of the first academic address by a Lord.Provost of Edinburgh at E~inburgh University. Dr John MacKay spoke in
DHT Lecture Hall A OIJ the subject of 'The Shale-Oil Industry in West
Lothian', his doctoral thesis. Looking on - his wife, the Lady Provost.
photo: David Yarrow

• If you think it's NEWS, phone

the News Team on 558 117 ext. 0
or 667 1011 ext. 4496.
• The News Team require
PHOTOGRAPHERS ABLE TO
DEVELOP FILM. Please see
DAVID YARROW at the Student
offices, 48 The Pleasance, Thursdays or Fridays at 1 pm.

Graduate job prospects are better than at any time in the past five
years ·accord ing to the latest
annual survey by the Association
of Graduate Careers' Advisory
Services.
Commenting on the survey, Mr
L. A. Bassett, Director of Edinburgh University's careers service, said that the outlook for
graduates was very heartening ,
with only 7.2% of Edinburgh University graduates still seeking
employment , compared to 8.4%
in the previous year.
Identifying
areas
where
demand is running particularly
high , Mr Bassett mentioned commerce generally, and finance.
banking and insurance specifically.
·
.
In the Sciences, the vacancies
for physicists , electrical and electronic engineers at present outstrip the number of graduates to
filltheni.
l'rospects for synthetic and

organic chemists are also good .
For other branches of science and
engineering, the market is less
buoyant, but still not bad .
. Mr Bassett however stressed.
the unpredictable nature of the
employment
market ,
which
makes it very unwise for students
to base the choice of their degree
on present demand. The best policy , he felt, was to study the subject of most interest to you .
On a more pessimistic note Mr
Bassett found the 78% drop in
applicants for Postgraduate Certificate of Education places very
worrying, adding that the most
serious problem was in relation to
scientists and engineers. If steps
are not quickly taken to persuade
graduates in these disciplines to
enter the teaching profession , the
country"s future requirements for
scientists and engineers will not be
met , with consequent adverse
effects on the economy.
Jane Burgermeister
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SRC Censure defeated

End of brain drain
After last week's pay offer of tish AUT, said he was disap4. 9%, the A UT has now accepted pointed by the rise which did
a pay rise of 5.25%. This increase nothing to restore the decline in
is backdated to last April and lecturers' salaries . The pay rise
includes a rise of 6.9% for 2,500 was accepted on the ruling of the
staff at the bottom of the pay independent chairman and does
scale. This rise does not , however, not reflect the wishes of the A UT
restore the lecturers' saiar,es to who had no choice in the matter.'
their 1979 leve l.
Nonetheless , the AUT are
The acceptance of the rise has planning to continue their cambeen accompanied by a joint paign against government cuts .
statement from the AUT and the They welcome the joint approach
universities calling on the govern- with the universities vice-chancel- ·
ment to reconsider its present pol- lors in the call for an end to uniicy on higher education. The versity
An
underfunding.
statement urges the government emergency meeting of the AUT.
10 restore morale amongst univer-· council will be held on the 19th of
s1ty staff, and to put an end to the February to consider what form
brain drain.
the campaign should take .
Mr David,Bleiman. of the Scot-

~ady Str~t~more, Appeal Cfiairman of the Scottish Disability Foundation, rece,vmg a cheque (or £400 from Edinburgh Students' Charities
A~peal Treasurer Kirsteen Bowman last Tuesday. The ESCA cheque,
wdl be used to boost the Foundation's endowment fund, which aims to
ensure that all forms of disability receive proper consideration.
photo: Craig McNicol

If you were one of "The Few"who bothered to turn up to last
week's EUSA GM , you will have
heard a question asked vital to the
future proliferation of Edinburgh
students. During Office-bearers'
Question Time , someone asked
why the Teviot Durex machine
had been removed. "Mad" Mike
Devlin declined to comment , but [
have a theory as to the whereabouts of the aforementioned
machine . Try the Teviot committee room. Sources close to the
House Committee have suggested·
that they are doing all they can to
prevent new members from
appearing ....
· The KB GM last Thursday was
much better attended. Bribed by
40p beer , the place was packed
out by Ian Gray's KB nuts who
demolished the SSC motion. The
meeting was a farce. Sweet Murray Low , KB golden oldie and
main opposer to the motion, was
helped by the supposedly neutral
chairperson Ian Gray to a convincing victory using bad language
and at best "inaccuracies". One of
the main issues with the merger
issue is , of course, the catering,
and the funny thing is that after
the meeting one of the SSC
Executive went down with food
poisoning.
So the FCS have been to Northern lreland to help the Unionists
in their campaign against the .
Anglo-Irish agreement. It's a pity
that this wasn 't publicised earlier,
as someone could have asked the
Labour Club to persu ade their
Sinn Fein/IRA friends to arrange
a little welcome!
Rumour has it that the Blonde
Bombshell Claire MacLintock
has been getting it, together with
for!Tler EUSA Honorary Secretary Neil. .Dalgleish. ft seems ttiat :
Claire has the snap to be a sabbatical herself soon, and no doubt
_she' ll get a round of appl ause.

KB affiliation controversy They came from
• Continued from page 1
were taken on amendments and
on the motion itself. Severa l times
the chairman departed from prii- .
cedure conside red -10 be standard
at General Meetings. In a number
· of cases votes were repeated to
clanfy to members what was being
voted upon .
When the motion calling for a
referendum on affiliation was.
finally put to the meeting it was
ove rwhelmingly rejected by a
majority of the 293 KBU members present , more than a third of
whom were membe rs of staff of
either KBU or of the University.
The rejection. of the affiliation
referendum was met by loud
cheers.
The meeting then considered
the _ motion reprimanding the
Science Students' Council. Stu- ·
dents· Association representa"
tives at the meeting chose neither
to speak nor vote on this motion in
protest at the conduct of the meeting. The motion of reprimand was
also passed overwhelmingly.
A mass exodus from the meet-'
ing followed, with staff prominent
.amo_ng those leaving earlr- A
motion calling for a ban on the

here ...

his disappointment at bei'~g
unable to speak on the motion of
reprimand . · which
he
"had
What does Edinburgh graduate
intended to withdraw" EUSA. he
said. could offer KHU no benefits Lynda Myles have in common with
but he " regretted the aggravation Mai Zetterling and Zelda Barron?
The answer is, as yet nothing,
between the SSC and KBU ".
The gratification of Mr Low although hopefully she will join
and Mr Gray was not, howeve r, them as one of the very few ladies
shared by EUSA President Mike among the ranks of big-time film
Devlin who strongly criticised the directors,
Scots-born and Scots-bred,
way the meeting had been conducted. Speaking to Student he Lynda Myles embarked on a
said:." I think the meeting tonight -philosophy course at Edinburgh
was a sham ; that ii deviated from University in 1958. A former arts
the democracy we have come to editor of Student , she developed a
expect from student unionism ." keen interest in the film world
He added that he did not believe while an undergraduate, and was
that there would be a catering ser- fortunate and talented enough to
vice at KB U in two years time and obtain a summer job as deputy
director of the Edinburgh InterPaul Davies
wished he "could be present at the
national Film Festival.
sa le of South African goods in meeting which pleads with EUSA
By the time she was 25, having
to take over the catering".
KBU was then passed.without disPaul Davies, the SSC Convener graduated n the summer of 1963,
sent.
and instigator of the controversial she had improved on this and was
After the meeting, Ian Gray affiliation proposals, cl~imed that the first woman to be given the
told Student, "I believe what we "the meeting contained a well- directorship of the festival. She
had here tonight was a very democontinued to run the annual event
cratic decision : people who are organise.~ a nd highly abusive thug with considerable success until
concerned and not only voting :lement · a nd co nd emned it as 1980, and the following year sh~
. grossly~~representat1ve_ofKBU
because there 's a ballot box."
· members . He charactensed the was' presented with the British
,
"Murray L?"."· _who bad strongly . chairmansbip of the KBU Presi- Film Industry's special Award for'
opposed. affihat1on,
.
.. . her long ·and distinguished ser.
. __ said that he dent as "to t a 11 y incompetent
had been surpnsed by the number 'This was not," he said , "the end vice.
When not working for the Edinof people present and expressed of the issue."
burgh International Film Festival,
Gary Duncan

Lynda Myles has been involved
with various other aspects of the
entertainment business . She has
taught at the National Film
School , written numerous articles.
and essays, and is co-author of a
,
book , The Movie Brats.
In addition, she has been a
much-valued consultant for many
internation al film festivals and for
two years was curator of the
Pacific Film Archive at the University of California before
becoming film consultant for
Channel . 4, and joining David
Puttnam as a producer.
In 1984 she began work on a
film, Defence of the Realm , after
spending 15 months trying to raise
money for it. The film, which she
co-produced, is a political thriller
and is currently showing at· the
Odeon, South Clerk Street.
The. fact that Lynda Myles is
both female and film producer
makes her notable for her rarity ·
value. In 1976, while still director
of ·the EIFF, she organised ·
Europe's first major film on the
subject of women in film. thirteen
years later she remains almost
unique in being a woman in the
British Film Industry .

Polygon's dramatic move Chile students.visit
Last Thursday Polygon, the
publishing imprint of EUSPB,
which
also
owns
Student,
launched its new Russian Series at
the British Council in Bruntsfield:
The Voice of Prose by Boris Pasternak; Love is the Heart of Everything by Vl adimir Mayakovsky;
and The Dramatic Symphony by
Andrey Bely. The launch was
attended by, amongst others ,
Christopher Ba rnes, editor of the
Pasternak, Roger Keys, translator of the Bely , , and Bengt
Jangfeldt, the editor of the
Mayakovsky.
T h~ series marks Polygon's first
excursion into the world of
acaclemic boo k publishing and
these three books are the first of
several projected by Polygon.
Through David Shankland, the
series editor and student at the
university responsible for commissioning the books, Polygon
has caught the attention of the
entire Russian literature scene in
Britain.
A general introduction to the
books was give n by Dr Barnes,
placing them in relation to each
other and the symbolist and modernist movements in Russian literature. This was followed by a talk
by Dr Jangfeldt on the particular
problems of translating 'the correspondence
between
Mayakovsky and Lili Brik, and a
short fi lm, made in 1918, in which
the two enact a love scene
together.
·
The series has already received
much attention on Kaleidoscope
and in the Literary Review, and
reporters from The Scotsman, The
Guardian and Radio Scotland
attended the launch.
· This. is the first time that The
Dramatic Symphony has been
translated into any language ,
which is incredible in the light of
the popularity of Bely's other
work, Petersburg. Similarly, The
Voice of Prose by Pasternak fills
an important gap in our understanding of his writing since the
work contained in the volume has
rarely if at all been published in
English. Love is the Hearth of
Everything is the first complete
edition of the correspondence
between Mayakovsky and Brik
and was secured largely on the
strength of Dr Jangfeldt's close
relationship with Lili Brik.
Ben Simms
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Three student union represen·
tatives from Chile currently on a
visit to Britain will be speaking at
the University today .
The visit is primarily aimed to
increase awareness in Britain
about the situation in Chile by
organising meetings with student
unions all over Britain. Particular
emphasis will be placed on the
role of students in the struggle
again~t Chile's military dictatorship.
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The delegation will be led by
Yerko
Ljubevic ,
who
ill
November 1984 was elected President of the largest university
union , that of the University of
Chile, in the first student union
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A potentially "explosive"
debate , entitled ·This House
Believes the Palestinians are justified in pursuing the 'armed
struggle"' is to be held on the
evening of Wednesday 12th February in the Teviot Debating Hall.
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Alongside Mr Wilkinson will be
Mr David Ka'pitahchick. a fellow
lecturer in Politics at Aberdeen
University,, who fought for Israel
in 1948, as well as a speaker on

.,.wo.-&NCl.'C

The Tounis College - An
Anthology of Edinburgh Unfrersity Student Journals was published this month. Edited by Dr J.
T. D. Hall, from the University's
Main Library, the book charts the
complete history of student publications at Edinburgh from the
appearance of the first such journal in 1823. It was in that year that

Hall's book contains extensive
samples of student joomalism at
Edinburgh in years gone by, and is
available (price £12.50) from the
Main Library.
Devin Scobie

The Edinburgh University Journal, and Critical Rei,iew first
appeared. That paper lasted eleven short weeks, and between its
demise in March 1823, and 1887,
was succeeded by a peculiar collection of student journals and
ndwspapers.Student itself features most prominantly in the new
book, since it first appeared in
Autumn 1887 and has survived
without a break for 99 years. Dr

Single room (£90 per month)
Tollcross area; 226 2517.

Enormous double room (£75 per
Fancy finding a log in the bog?

Nutritious leftovers stick to your
dishes? Live-in Welsh lover
available
for
bath-sharing
anytime, night or day? Scabby
rancid double room available (£40
per month each); 11 West
Richmond Street; going for a
song!!!
Single bedroom (£25 per week
plus share of bills); 138 Newhaven
Road ; TV, washing machine,
phone; 553 3749.

This is likely to be one ot the
topics that will be discussed at
today's talk , which will be held in
DHT Faculty Room South at I
pm , under the auspices of the EU
Latin American Solidarity Society.
Prue Jeffries

month · plus bills); double and
single beds; central area; TV/
Video,
payphone,
washing
machine. Contact Sheena, Clare
or Edwina, 229 5403.

Small Ads
Tickets required for Scotland v.

England rugby international. Any
spares? Phone Robert on 226
6073.

behalf of the Jewish siudents at
Edinburgh University.
A representative of the Friends
of Palestine, together with a District Councillor will speak on the
side of Mr Aweida.

Other events dunng International Week. between the 8th and
15th of February, will include the
official renaming of the Student
Centre House as the Mandela
Centre and the showing of
A PLO representaive, Mr No Pasaran; a "~ymp!lthetic but
Aweida, and an internationally critical.. film about Nicaragua
renowned expert on terrorism. since the revolution at the PleaMr Paul Wilkinson. will be sance.
Michael Burgermeister
amongst the speakers.

If you wish to advertise accommodation; if you need accommodation; or if you have any other small advertisements, hand them in
to Student at 48 The ·Pleasance, or put them in the red Student
boxes around the Unions.

plus rates); spacious modernised
flat, 5 minutes walk frpm George
Square; 667 0800.

Liubevic is a Christian LJemocrat , but unlike the more rightwing Christian Democrats, he is
willing to adopt Socialist and Marxist ideas in order to work towards
democracy. With his colleagues.
Ljubevic will doubtless be putting
forwaro ideas for direct links between their own student unions
and those in Britain as a means ol
.promoting the solidarity work.

''Explosive'' PLO
debate
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ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE.
Single box room (£25 per week

·election since the coup in~ 973 .
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Comment

Convener's view of Morgan sacking

Established in 1889

published by EUSPB.

Joseph's record
Last week, Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of state for
Education for four and a half years, announced that he
won't be standing for Parliament again. Since taking up
his post, Sir Keith has presided over a contraction of the
Higher Education system in this country, the like of
which has never been seen before. Not only have student
grants been cout- and in some people's cases, abolished
- but Universities themselves have faced huge ,expenditure cuts, to the extent that Edinburgh University's Principal Dr John Burnett- who himself is to retire next year
- has said the bankruptcy of Universities, including this
one, is possible.
That is not a record for anyone to be proud of, and the
only consolation is that the situation could have been a
whole lot worse. As Malcolm Rifkind says in this week's

Student, active consideration was given to the introduction of student loans in place of grants. In 1984, only a virtually unprecedented campaign by students, parents,
and backbench MPs prevented Sir Keith from introducing tuition fees for some University students. So Sir Keith
can retire in the knowledge that some vestiges of the principle of a free and open Higher Education systeni remain.
Assuming Sir Keith leaves the Department of Education before the next election, his success will probably
think along the same lines as be does. In fact, the.one per-·
son being touted as his successor in quality newspapers,
like the Daily Express, is rhodes Boyson, who looks as if
he stepped straight from a Dickens novel, and whose
political views derive from approximately the same era.
That does not bode well for the future of Higher Educa·
tion.
So what should be the priorities of the new Secretary of
State for Education? University and student finances
should be restored to a realistie level, and then developed
from there. There is no reason why in the long term
grants should not be availabJe to all students, without the
need for parental contribution. Perhaps even more
important is the need for investment in Universities themselves by the government. There is some validity in the
argument that money should be directed towards those
courses where there is some shortage of graduates. But a
modern, industrialised country can never have too many
University graduates. Even if language graduates did no
more than work in a shop, then tourists coming to this
country would be very impressed, and might return with their money. No workforce can ever be too highly
qualified.
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Dear Student,
After reading Devin Scobie's
article on the sacking of Simon
Morgan in last week's Student, I
felt I need to clear up sum of the
details of this incident.
Mr Morgan was appointed as
Pre-University Conference Director because of his apparent commitment and enthusiasm for the
job. The job of the Director is to
organise the Conference and to
report back to the Transition
Committee, with whom he works
closely. Mr Morgan however had
not attended a Transition Committee meetings since 211
November 1985. Nevertheless ,
the Transition Committee and
members of staff continued to do
important work for the Conference, even though Mr Morgan
was unable to attend and organise
this wbrk. If this had not been
done, some schools would not
have received their mailing earluy
enough to reply before the closing
date.
Mr Morgan was asked to come

to the Transition Committee on
23 january to explain his lack of
work at such a crucial time in the
organisation of the Conference.
He was however unable to attend
and was asked instead to write a
letter. This letter stated that he
had been unable to carry out any
work as Pre-University Conference Director as he had taken on
the organisation oif the SFCS
Conference. Comments in the letter such as " I am beginning to
have spare time" and "everything
that requires attention shall be
seen to, as soon as I able", did not
inspire the Committee with any
confidence in his commitment.
What is more, this seemed to
suggest that he may not be able to
prioritiese his commitment in the
future to the Conference.
The only option open to the
Committee therefore was to end
his a,ppointment and appoint
someone from within the Transition Committee to do the job.
This motion was proposed by

Mike Devlin and seconded by
myself, not by Harry Elwin as Student last week suggested.
This decision was in no way
political - the same decision
would have been made by the
Committee regartdless of the
nature of Mr Moigan 's more
important commitments. The
Transition Committee is made up
of both SRC and non-SRC membe(s, all of whom are committed
to the useful work of the Committee which is essentially non-politi·
cal.
The Pre-University Conference
involves large numbers of staff,
students and outside sponsorship
and therefore it is imperative that
the work of the Director be done
properly and on time. Mr Morgan
was however, obviously unable
tocommit himself to do this.
I would suggest that it is not us
who are "unreasonable and irrational" , but Mr Morgan himself.
Yours faithfull y,
Barbara Mackay
Transition Convener

KBU.disputes: continued
Dear Student,
subsequently floode.d KB.
I would like to reply to a
As the SSC Executve had no
number of points brought up by intention of informing KBU of
Paul Davies in his letter in last these leaflets, (the plans for which
week's Student.
were discovered merely by
The first point is that! am the chance) was not Mr Low correct
KBU House Committee member in acc4sing the executive of workwho is in attendance at SSC ing behind the back of the Union.
Executive meetings. As such it
I would like to emphasise that
has been my responsibility to my criticism is only of the execuinform the executive of any tive and not of the SSC as a whole ,
aspects of the catering situation which provides a very good forum
( or in fact anything going on in the for science students.
Union) to which the committee
Yours sincerely,
felt their attention should be
Gordon G. McFadyen
drawn. However, it was (and is) (Hon. Secretary, KBU)
not my responsibility to conduct PS: Another batch of leaflet!
catering negotiations, and so as appeared at KB from the recent!}
was explained to Mr Davies any formed 'no' committee. Contrar}
details I gave him were likely to be to opinion, this isnot funded b}
both out of date and coloured by the KBU Committee, which ii
my own opinion. Early in last remaining unbiased.
term it was my opinion that the
Union would probably be unable
to run its own service, and so
informed Mr Davies of that opinion. Since that time , however, I
have been iunformed fully of the
situation and it is now my opinion,
considering all the facts, that
KBU could run a very good cater- Dear Student,
We would like to express our
ing service. Unfortunately, Mr
Davies remained stuck in the past. dissatisfaction of the present sysAs to the 'clandestine' activities tem for the allocation of Univerof the SSC Executive Mr Davies's sity controlled flats.
Having applied through the
defence is very nearly correct. I
uusual channels, and having been
have attended all but one of the
meetings of the SSC Exec utive. led to believe that 50% of us being
The m,eeting which I did not in our final year next session we
attend was held on 27th January at would consHtute a priority group,
Pollock Halls and I could not get we were angry and extremely dis. away in time to make the meeting. appointed to discover that thisThis is not the meeting to which was not the case. Now we find
Mr Davies refers. The meeting to ourselves so far down the list of
which he does refer took place applicants that we are in a hopeearlier in the year and was less, and potentially homeless
attended by the members of the position.
in our opinion , the 3rd year of
'yes' campaign committee. I was
not informed of this meeting, and an honours course is equally
only found out about it by acci- important as the final year and we
dent later on.
feel that this discrimination
The 'yes' committee was against prospective honours stuformed during last term from the dents is junjust. (While also being
members of the executive of the unfair to those unfortunate final
SSC to campaign for the affilia- year students who got stuck with
tion of KBU to EUSA. This was third years on their flat applicadonw without the knowledge of tion form!)
the SSC who had instructed the
Though we appreciate the dif· executive to prepare a motion to a ficulties of establishing a system
KBU General Meeting on the for flat allocation which is fair to
subject of a referendum on affilia- all , or even the majority of appliction . They were not instructed to ants, we would like to propose
campaign for or against affiliathat a points system might be
tion.
.beneficial where both seniority
Further it emerged at a later and the flexibility of students
meeting of the executive that the requirements would betaken into
'yes' committee planned to pro- consideration.
du~e leaflets for their campaign ,
which would be paid for out of Yours faithfullv,
SSC funds. These leaflets have
4 Potentially ·Homeless Students

Anger at flat
allocation

Summer
work with
Palestine
refugees
Dear Student,
I feel that the biased article on
summer employment on a kibuttz
in last week's paper must be cou nterbalanced.
Similarly to the writer , I too
have spent a summer, last summer
in Israel or what I would have called Palestine. l was not working
however in support of a State
which is racist to its core. I didn't
work in the sheltered atmosphere
of the kibbutz where there are
medical services, swimming pools
and such things as sewage systems. I didn't work on land stolen,
seized and impounded from the
indiginous people.
worked with Palestinian
refugees, people who have been
driven off their land and are how
living in the qualour of the camps
on the Gaza Strip, The West Bank
or exist at best as second class citizens within that which is called
Israel. These Palestinians have
few medical services, open sew·
age , poor education and in the
camps of Gaza thousands of children queue each morning for
United Nations food rations.
I have met people who have
had their houses bulldozed in the
middle of thenight. On the sites
now stand settlements or kibbut·
.zim. Their olive trees and crops
uprooted and replaced by tlie
Israeli fruit and vegetables you
see in our shops.
I have seen beatings, curfews
and experienced personally the
day to day harassment which
draws so many parallels with S.
Africa. A very different picture of
Israel from last weeks article.
If any one is going to a kibbutz
or Khan Yunis is the Gaza Strip,
visit the settlements in the West
Bank, visit Hebron, speak to
Palestinians find out why some
Palestinians are driven to acts of
violence.

Yours faithfully,
Alasdair Friend

Making it and breaking it
ffiENWOLF
ABC
Maybe you enjoyed Back To
The Future and thought you'd like
to see more of its young hero?
Then again, maybe yo u didn't,
. and you're looking for something
better? Either way, Teenwolf will
be a big disappointment ; the plot
is pretty drossy, and Michael J.
Fox is definitely less than
lupine in his new role.
After his last success, sending
the kid back to high school must
have seemed like a good idea at
the time : give him a few pangs of
adolescent self-doubt , stage a big
school dance and throw in a girlnext-door , a couple of bullies and
one or two all-American good
buddies and you have it - the
ideal film for the teenage market.
Forgive me for sounding cynical,
but doesn 't it sound just a little bit
similar to Back To The Future?
Well this time the guy remains
with his feet planted firmly this

Ursitti) and Pamela's boyfriend
are not so sure about Scott's newfound popularity. However, a little lyncathropy goes a long way ,
and Scott, in time-honoured tradition, realises he must come to
terms with his real identity.
This fi lm fails on many counts.
Even if one manages to swallow
the tenuous connections between
wolfery and slick basketball , one's
belief has to be most definitely
suspended whenever the teenwolf
lopes into sight. Wolf? Maybe a
comparison with the BeeGees is a
little harsh, but this ani mal resembles the i ll-favoured offspring of
Chewbacca (Star Wars) and 3.1)
orang-utan, and it doesn't even do
anything interesting like chase
chickens or such like - the hairy
one spends most of its time jest
crusin' around. Any humour is
cheap and extremely predictable,
a far cry from the excellently tragicomic American Werewolf in London . In fact it's so flat and stale
that you'll come away from it fee ling you've seen the whole thing
before, and wishing you hadn't.
Manda Jeffery

NESTOR ALMENDROS:
MAN WITH A CAMERA
Film house

Th e Teen wimp himself
side of 1985 , but instead of solving
everyone else's problems, young
Scott (MJF) has a few of his own
to work on - you known , sweaty
palms, body hair and a growing
disposition to growl at everyone
and everything. However, just in
case this sounds a little too familiar, it had better be pointed out
that the boy has a serious problem
that even his basketball coach
can't help him with- he 's turning
into a werewolf.
This is nothing to worry about,
at least not to begin with for Scott
ceases to be just an average wimp.
He is unbeatable on the sports
scene, and as~ result virtually the
whole school falls at his feet,
including the class heartthrob.
Pamela (Lorie Griffin). Scott's

friend, the irrepressible Stiles
(Jerry Levine) ,' the least twodimensional character in the
whole film, immediatley cashes in
with special 'teenwolf T-shirts,
even
a
customised
and
'wolfmobile'. Only Boof, his
childhood sweetheart (Susan

fee ling French cinema to be "the
only one in the world. apart from
the American. with a tradition
spanning the entire history of
fi lm . France is undoubtedly the
home of film. as Spain and Ita ly
arc of painting. and Germany of
music and philosophy. " Almendros places great importance on
working within a tradition. watching old films and gleaning ideas.
from them: vet at the same time
he emphasises the value of not
always relying o n accepted
techniques and procedure. Working with a director is a delicate
operation for the director of
photography. for he must grasp
the director", ·manner· and maintain his own style without directly
imposing it o n the film.

There is a section in the book
. Last Wednesday evening a for each feature film Almendros
Guardian lecture was given at the has made. working with uch illusFilmhouse by cinematographer trious names as Eric Rohmer.
Nestor Almendros, held by Fran- Francois Truffaut. Terrence Malcis Truffaut to be "one of the lick. Robert Benton and Jack
greatest directors of photography Nicholson. Each chapter boasts a
in the world". Manda Jeffery black and white photograph.
reviews his book, A Man With A often a still from the film in quesCamera, published last year by tion. but unfortunately. if one
doesn·t know that particular film
Faber and Faber.
very well. they are not captioned.
This is not an autobiography However. his descriptions of the
proper. nor is it a series of expla- different approaches necessitated
nations of technique; as Truffaut by the directors· characters. the
writes in the preface. "it is simply shooting locations and the technithe description of work. it is the cal problems make interesting
story of a vocation... Although reading . for Almendros has
born in Spain. Almendros and his filmed all around Europe and the
family had to move to Cuba .soon States. a nd in New Guinea .
after the end of the Second World Mexico. Uganda and the Fiji
War. He studied cinematography Islands too. The films themselves
in New York and Rome. return- reflect this diversity - there are
ing to New York to teach while the elegant productions of Rohmer
shooting experimental shorts in and Truffaut and the western
his spare time. After Castro came Goin' South (Nichol.son). Kramer
to power in 1959. he felt able to go vs. Kramer (Benton) and Blue
back to Cuba and spent several lagoon (Kle iser).
years working for the govern ment
The prose style. translated
making documentaries. and in
from the Spanish by Rachel
Belash. is lucid and readable. and
though there is some fairly technical detail occasionally. these explanations do not weigh down the
text too much. With a slender
knowledge of basic photography
skills. supplemented by the glossary at the back. the concepts
could be grasped quite easi ly and
they helped one to realise and
appreciate the subtlest differences
between each film. Altogether
this book is informative and
enjoyable. especially if o ne
admires the work of the directors
Almendros has worked with; it
can be read selectively. However.
at £9.95 for the paperback. this
book will probably only be read
spite of growing rest rictio ns man- by those who are already profesaged to pursue his own ideas. the sed afficienados. This is a pity as
most successful of which is the Almendros expands his views on
1961). film-making beyond the scope of
short Gente en la Play
However. with Castro·s regime his own work. which is of interest
becoming increasingly intolerant . to anvone who enjoys films and
would like to know a little more
Almendros became an exile.
He gravitated towards France . about them.
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CATHOLIC BOYS
ABC
When Catholic Boys was
released in the United States last
year tt was en titled Heaven Help
Us. The name may have been
changed to deny reviewers the
chance for an easy and disparaging joke, but if so it wasn 't necessary. For despite a vomiting
scene,
the
wreck-dad's-car
episode, and the many masturbation jokes. Catholic Boys is su rprisingly not the crass. offensive
film one expects or hopes for on
entering the cinema .
It 's 1965 in Brooklyn , New
York . and Martha and the Vandellas are Dancin · in the Street.
Heavy chrome-trimmed cars are
parked before St Basil's Catho lic
School for Boys, from which place
walk students in blazers and

greasy haircuts. That is about as
far as the producer's budget goes
towards recreating the early '60s.
Much must have gone towards
renting Donald Sutherland, who
appears in ryonk's habit as
Brother Thadeus . St Basil's headmaster.
In the first scene he welcomes
to the school Michael Dunn.
played by the affable Andrew
McCarthy, remarkably regressed
in age since St Elmo's Fire. Dunn
and his younger sister have
recently moved in with the grandparents; their mother and father
now "smiling down from heaven ..
in the words of his pious grandmother who has already planned
Michael's ascension to papacy.
Michael. lacking his · grandmother's vision, concentrates on
making it through a day's classes,
most o( which are taken up by various methods of punishment and
humiliation administered by the ·
sadistic Brother Constance. The
scriptwriter seems to have
devoted much attention to devising these methods of correction,.
which include crawling o n hands
and knees rep·eati ng "To whom,

Brother", and kneeling while
holding a volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in each outstretched hand ." It is easy to picture a former persecuted Catholic
school student gaining his revenge
through a movie script. Spare
time is used to instil mo ral values:
before the boys of st Basi l's can
meet the girls of Virgin Martyr on
the floor of a gymnasium coopted for the seasonal dance.
they must listen to a fervent monk
speak on the evils of lust.
Michael also faces the attention
of Rooney, the school tough ,
played by Kevin Dillon , Matt·s
brother. As a second-hand Dillon
he does better than o ne expects.
In a charming scene demonstrating the uses of arithmetic Rooney
explains to classmates waiting to
say Confessio n how. by great ly
decreasing the number of stealing
incidents and impure thoughts
they confess to and addi ng one lie
to their lists in return. they can
appear more virtuous and save
face.
Rooney·s pranks fulfil the aud ience's expectations for grossness.
leaving McCarthy free to play a
sensitive kid falling in love with
the girl running the neighbourhood soda fountain . The director.
Michael Dinner , displays a degree
of unsentimental sympat hy for
their relationship , unusual for a
teen film. Th is attitude. and the
acknowledgement that some of
the clergy are human . make
Catholic
Boys
unexpectedly
worthwhile.
Scott Hammond

Ridiculous though it may sound,
with the year but half gone, the
gnomes who run Filmsoc are
already getting next year's programme together. fhe business of
choosing 180 or so films is a mystifying one, involving endless
hours of bickering, paperwork
and general (and specific) tedium.
The shoulders on whom this onerous task has fallen this year belong
to one Martin "Y ossi" Ross. This is
a crie de coeur from that poor individual.
Filrnsoc is run by a small (about
20) group of filrnie megalomaniacs
who are desperate to 'educate' the
masses in the way of cinema. However, the constitution, demands
that we listen to the punter's
views. So what we want you to do
is suggest films that you want to
:see. We have designed some dinky
suggestion forms and they are
available at FilmSOC shows (just
harass the people who are standing
around looking officious), or at the
Filmsoc office, which is open from
12.30-1.30 every-term-time weekday. We will be glad of any suggestions, however obscure.
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Arts
David Talbot Rice, ex-Professor of Fine Art at Edinburgh University, had a remarkable life and
left behind two , or perhaps three,
enduring monument~ to his
career. All of them have their
roots in perhaps the most enviable
aspect of his life, his youth. In
these days, when all students are
expected to represent a quorate
of broadly revol411io[1ary views,
the Oxford of the early twenties
seems a millenium away , and it is
odd to recall that David Talbot
Rice should have been part of
both, as a student in the twenties
and as a professor in the late sixties.
As a student he enjoyed a
number of privileges that now
seem faintly indecent; like most
young men of that time he seemed
to indulge himself in a lot more
organised fun that the ascetic sensibilities of today would allow and
e_njoyed it in the company of a
body of extremely talented and
· interesting young people. The
focal point of this decadent
rev_elry was the Hypocrites Club,
which has always struck me as
being an ironical title. In one way
or another, it gathered into its
clutches the likes of Cyril Connolly, Robert Byron, Anthony
Powell and Evelyn Waugh , as well
as our own Professor Talbot Rice .
Together they drank a great deal
of champagne, smoked ludicrously oversized pipes , made films,
laughed at academic life and did
silly things like getting their portraits paioted by suspiciously
talented artists, all the sort of
frivolities that I most dislike about
the then young.
What is strange to record however, is that from this orgiasticferment a tremendous amount, not
only of work , but of finished work
emerged. None of them got particularly good degrees, but the
group that I have named went on
to make' a considerable contribution to the culture- of their day.
Talbot Rice himself, as what his
contemporaries call "a distinguished Byzantist" went on to
write a series of books on Byzantine culture and, I believe,
madehimself the model for one of
the characters in Waugh's
" Brideshead Re~isited", with
whom Charles Ryder spends his
first summer holiday down from
Oxford, inspecting mosaics in
Turkey. Both of these accord him
their own form of immortality.
The third of his achievements is
the most immediate and yet the
most tenous. In late 1967 while
teaching at the oddly-named
Mount Holyoke in the United
States, Talbot Rice resolved , on
hearing of the impending evacuation of a large part of Old College ,
to establish a small, independent
Art Gallery within the University.
He died before its completion, but
quite rightly it bears his name .
Most students have heard of it it is just down the road from the

'M'
Theatre Workshop
Until 8th February
Drama should create emotional
involvement. But with most plays
you _sit passively for two hours,
peenng at the stage from the
~heap seats at the back. 'Jlje only
mvolvement is occasional laughter and applause at the end. There
is a solution. Rip the seats out,
and see what happens.
. Theatre Workshop have done
' JUSt this in their new production ,
an adaptation of Fritz Lang's
1930s film 'M' IJ is about a murderer and the rival efforts to track
him down by the police and the
~nderwo~ld. A whole society is
involved m the search and this is
reflected in the way ttie ·play is
staged. It is a promena<!e produc.,
tion, whicli means that th~ auili-

Featuring

ITelevisionl

Talbot Rice

"Being an MP is a vast subsidised ego-trip. It's a job that
needs no qualifications, that has
no compulsory hours of work, no
performance standards and provides a warm room and subsidised
meals to a bunch of self-opionated
windbags and busybodies who
suddenly find people taking them
seriously because they've got the
letters MP after their names."

of

Crispin °Jackson outlines the history
the Talbot Rice Art
Centre and points to its - as yet unrealised - potential for
students at the University.
Student Centre, opposite the · has also told me that majority of
Cha-mbers Street Union.
art students are keen to employ
In a similar way R angoon is just their creative talents in their prodown the road from Bangladesh , fessional life and I can' t help
opposite the People's Republic of thinking that those who don 't posChina. Oddly enough , from what sess the temerity to exploit the
I have gathered , more students considerable potential of the Talseem to be intimate with the bot Rice Centre as a peculiarly
character and politics of the latter. practical education depart)Jlent ,
This seems unfortunate in view of within the University will end up
the sentiments that inspired Tai- on the saner shores of accoun-

bot Rice to propose and support
the gallery. Statements like:

tancy or organic farming.
As things stand the outlook is
" Professor Rice's idea of the Art gloomy, but there is a flicker of
entre was that it should be ... a light at the end of the tunnel. At
meeting place for students and this very moment the gallery is
staff at the university as a whole. " showing an excellent exhibition of
contemporary radical illustration ,
and
entitled " Critical Lines". It is the
"Students especially could and sole responsibility of a fellow stushould be involved in the affairs of dent , Charles Booth-Clibborn,
and is o ne of the best shows I have
the Centre."
seen in three years in Edinburgh.
ring rather hollow in the light of
Unless
this man possesses
the gallery's apparently eclipsed
superhuman powers , which I have
potential. According to papers in cause to doubt, then what he has
the Talbot Rice Centre it was done can be done again, as soon as ·
hoped that student participation another student has a-good idea
could go as far as the showing of
and the patience and willingness
student work and the accommo- to see it through.
dation of student run and propThe Talbot Rice _Gallery itself
osed exhibitions. As it stands any
began as an idea in the unpromisexhibitions put on by the gallery
ing wilds of Mount Holyoke ,
are lucky to attract I % of the stuUSA, and was born , after a lot of
dents at the University .
trouble , out of sheer hard work.
Privileged , apolitical and overmoneyed as they may have been,
The exhibition Critical Lines is at
David Talbot Rice 's generation
the Talbot Rice Art Centre until
nevertheless found the time bet8th February.
ween parties to have a few
extremely good ideas. What separates them from the climate of
In my experience exposure to
today was their ability to convert
art can wreak the most terrible
. those ideas into realities. Any
havoc on the m-::ntal well-being of
effort , however meek , to emulate
the young, and I would never
these achievements would be a fitsuggest that those who have conting tribute to one of our most distempt for all things aesthetic tinguished professors and the
should be compelled to endure generous idealism that founded
them. Nevertheless, experience the gallery that bears him name.
ence stands on stage. The action phere. The play is simple and
happens in small scenes in diffe- melodramatic. You would notice
rent areas while the audience, and if you were in the Lyceum stalls.
most of the actors (for,ming a But since you are involved, it does
crowd) , follow it around .
not matter. The "soundtrack"
The actors cannot just shout at provided by a live band keeps up
the audience from the safety of the tension and, since the play
the stage and then disappear for a only runs for an hour and a quarfag. They have to mix with them, ter , it does not falter.
speak to them and even dance · The play is exciting, but intelliwith them. On stage all the time , gent as well. The last scene, where
they must remain in character the murderer is put on trial by the
even if they are not at the centre of underworld, raises crucial issues .
attention. On the dress rehearsal what is the difference between
they managed this without excep- gangsters who earn a living by
tion .
murder, and tHe man who doe~ it
This kind of staging is brilliantly simply because he is nasty? Can
effective. You are so close to the he be.guilty if he cannot help what '
actors that you can watch their he does? Can the mob administer
eyes, examine their clothes and justice, or should it be left to the
smell the make-up. You could polic~? These are old questions
probably hear thein fart. The and the play provides no knswers
crowd, ·th~ action and the mov,e- - But, 11oneth~l~ss, they !If!; as
merit all' create a genuine atmos- - important today as ever.
Andrew Sparrow ..

So says Jim Hacker in this
week 's Yes Prime Minister
(Thursday , 9.00, BBC2) when the
subject of pay rises for MPs comes
up. It's all so true , so why do we
laugh?
If you 're into lavish internationally-produced epics of power,
passion and intrigue then you 'II
want to watch .Quo Vadis? (Tue
9.00, Wed . 9.00, Thur9 .30Ch. 4).
Six hours of sex, violence and
political skullduggery in Imperial
Rome with Nero, played by Klaus
Maria 'Mephisto' Brandauer,
burning Rome, massacring Christians and generally having a good
time. Sounds like a quiet night at
Potterrow to me.
This week's Red Herrings
(Thursday , BBC2) is a real must
for the goths, flat tops , the lookat -me-I-can-wear-black-anddance-wi thou t-smiling types, and
all other trendies , because tonight
the programme goes to Berlin.
That cult city of cosmopolitanism
and cultural extremes, an island of
capitalism in the heart of the Eastern bloc, a symbol of the EastWest divide and of course a mag-

net for producers of 'youth ' programmes. The show talks to Blixa
Bargeld of that famous avant. garde
group
Einsturzende
Neubauten
(Collapsing New
Buildings) , and intervi ews some
British soldiers guarding the Wall
and tours bohemian Berlin '
centre of the powerful swuatte;
movement. And I bet they play
some Bowie .
Work piling up? Getting halfthrough
term
anxiety
way
attacks? Smoking and drinking
too much? Not sleeping very well?
Then you ought to watch How To
Survive The Nine To Five (Friday,
10.30 pm Ch . 4) which exami nes
stress. The first programme looks
at the effects of stress on health
and features a 'spot your own
stress symptoms' quiz . Alternatively take Dr David's advice _
have another cup of coffee and
watch lots of telly. And don't
forget to break down in tears
when you 're hauled in front of the
Dean.
And finally, Ch. 4 has some
really good movies coming along
soon, including Merry Christmas
Mr Lawrence, Time Bandits, The
Missionary , Excalibur and Dead
Men Don 't Wear Plaid . Tough
luck if you've already shelled out
to see them on video. There's also
a retrospective season featu ring
virtually all the films by the late
Francois Trauffaut. No I don't
like Frog films either, but this is
the Arts Page. See you next week
square eyes .
Compiled by David Cline

ITheatrel
DER ERFINDER
Adam House , 5-7 February
Set in a small Swiss village during the First World War ,
Hansjoerg Schneider's Der Erfinder depicts the severe economic
. privation Switzerland was ex '
periencing at the time .
Seemingly oblivious · of the
political arguments.

around him , Emil, the inventor
strives incessantly to create a ne~
piece of machinery to help the farmers. He n~Iects his family ,
becomes an outcast and even the
object of local ridicule. The realisation that his invention is in
essence no different from a tank
destroys him .
In spite of having a number of
male roles played by women , the .
University
German
Drama
Group's presentation of the play
was both convincing and enjoyable . The actors' delivery was
always competent (and at times

moving) , . Elizabeth Kennedy,
Rosemary Doyle and Judith Agar
providing amusement as the three
"Stooges", while Martin Corley
carried off the volatile and quasineurotic_ landlord excelle~tly, if at
limes a httle me lodramat1call)\.
Thomas Diethelm's direction
ensured that the production was
never static, which was a real
danger in view of the lengthy discussions between the characters,

Photo: Tony egrove
while the set was authentic if
unextensive and " the machine"
was a truly. remarkatile contraption. The realistic Swiss air was
further emphasised by the
teutonic
performances
of
Jonethan Gillbanks and Colin
Band as the two socialist factory
workers and the abundance of
beer crates on the stage. The pla-y
flowed subtly to its powerful
climax , when Emil, portrayed
ably by Daniel Payne , realises the
true character of what he has
created.

12 years on
with the SCO
In this article Ben Simms talks to John Tunnel, leader of the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra, about the orchestra, its position
within the Scottish music scene, and his career devoted
entirely to chamber music. ·
Joh·n Tunnel has been with the

sco since its foundation in 1974.

"It derived fr~m being a part-time
orchestra for Scottish Opera," he
explained. "Scottish Opera were
looking for an orchestra which
would be able to give them greJlter
commitment than the ad hoc
group which they had currently."
That connection proved to be
enormously beneficial to the SCO
in terms of publicity and getting
them on their feet so quickly.
"and there was the desire to begin
a chamber orchestra in Edinburgh, based on Edinburgh, and If
· you like it was killing two birds
with one stone."
The risk was covered by a
reasonably good commitment
from the Arts Council at the time.
Contrasting those times to now he
said: "There is so much more
going on now. If you look back
pre-1974, the Scottish scene is a
very different thing. The SCO to a
large extent filled a vacuum."

tion - which to some extent is a
good thing. We have carved out
our own scene within Scotland
and we're not as they are (down ·
South) always looking over our
shoulders."
A rather enviable position and

one which Tunnel thinks the SCO
can maintain. "I wouldn't have
thought that there is a sufficient
market for another (orchestra) in
Scotland. I wouldn't say we've
"If you look back pre-1974, the
necessarily saturated the market ,
Scottish scene is a very different
but I think although there are
thing."
obviously new avenues to be
The agreement with the explored , I think on the whole
Queen's Hall, which is now the Scotland couldn't sustain another
SCO's base, was not struck up orchestra."
until 1979 when the hall was
It is perhaps with one eye on
launched to meet the orchestra's closing these various avenues that
need of a permanent venue. From the policy of the orchestra has
the early years of 1974, however, changed somewhat over recent
the orchestra pursued a policy of years. This season you can pick up
using Edinburgh as a base for a wonderfully glossy brochure for
tours all around Scotland, which is example, outlining the four concontinued today. Surprisingly, temporary composers they are
however, in the light of their pro- featuring: Maxwell Davies, KnusScottish mandate only 30 per cent sen , Birtwistle and Edward
of the players are Scottish -John Harper. This attention to new
Tunnel being one of them.
composers "is something that has
In fact the orchestra travels increased within the last year or
abroad relatively little to some of · two". Based on "the feeling that
the chamber orchestras down perhaps in the past we ought not
south such as the English to have paid enough attention to
Chamber Orchestra who have contemporary music:"
already been to the Caribbean
Added to this "we're very conand Italy this year. Their only tour
abroad in the first three months of scious within the orchestra of ( the
need to) get to the children in varthis year is to Finland.
There is a major distinction bet- ious ways. There is a new series
ween the two scenes. The orches- · which has been developed this
tras don't, as I expected, suffer season; the Scottish Museum
greatly from being 500 miles Saturday morning concerts. We
further north of London in terms have for the last two or three years
been doing a series of concerts for
of attracting soloists and conductors. But "of course, you have got age groups between about seven
more of the platform to yourself and ten within . Edinburgh and
up here; the_re isn't the competi-· Aberdeen ."

any of the art disciplines: e.g.
painting, sculpture, ceramics,
photography, tapestry etc. You
may enter up to five works in presentable condition - paintings
and photographs should be
OBSESSION
mounted- and you are offered to
A preview
sell your products.
If, recently, you've been persisProfessor Eric Fernie of the
tently gripped by that over-your- Fine Art Department has kindly
shoulder feeling; if you've caught agreed to judge the exhibition. A
yourself staring into and beyond sumptuous first prize will be
;--with a strange glint in your eye; awarded.
Entrants
1{ a fluttery tension in yo1s1r chest
need not confine themselves to ·
·or a giddy hurry in your breast has the theme of 'bbsessions: the
made you stop and · consid~r; if intention of our title is to stimuyour mouth has dropped in antici- · late. Everyone is encouraged to
pation of the inscrutable; then.you sample, or contribute to, the artisare a victim of obsession.
tic skills of Edinburgh's students.
Obsession is · an art exhibition Please raise enthusiasm for this
open to. all students. It will run worthwhile
If
enterprise.
from 27th February to 7th March interested, contact Elizabeth
at the Architectural Department, Smeaton (225 1304) or Arabella
Chambers Street. The aim of the Caccia (557 3138). Entries .dose
exhibition is to provide a new and 14th February. Fly_Icarus, fly
Cl(citing opportunity for students high; nothing's too "hot.
to display their creative ·talents in
· .,
· Edward Bailey

[Exhibsl

John Tunnel proved singularly
~ard to draw on many of the questtons I put to him. Typical of this
was the subject of the SCO's concert a week ago last Saturday at
the Usher Hall with the King's
Singers and Carl Davis. Hinting
that I thought that this was the
most outrageously bad concert I'd
· s:en the SCO perform and asking
him what he thought of this blurring of the distinction between
classical and popular music, he
replied: "I certainly don't disprove of it. I'm not in favour of the
division between the various.
forms. The more they can come
together, the more they can help
each other. ... I like to think that
there is a bigger future for bringing together different branches of
music." Even a future embodied

IClassicail

E.U.Opera

auctioneer, and Katrine Townhill
as the bearded Baba the Turk
proved adept at combining comGeorge Square Theatre
edy and musical skill in their roles.
The interpretation of the opera
The Edinburgh University was somewhat dictated by
Opera The Rake's Progress by finances. The opera may be seen
Stravinsky drew more of an audi- either as a moral fable or as a
ence than previous productions psychological analysis, the former
havedoneforyears. lnviewofthe was chosen because it could be
difficulty of performing such an more simply portrayed. There
opera with an amateur cast and was a minimal use of props, with
limited funds, this achievement is three frames providing the focus
doubly to be praised.
of the stage. Costumes were
One of the main advantages of loaned by Scottish Opera ( though
putting on a student opera was the I do think that some effort could
ra1e opportunity it gave the audi- have been made to make them
ence to see the hero and heroine fit). Coloured lights were used
performed by the right age-group. with green for the 'Good' country
The tale of the country lover cor- life and red for 'Rampant' town
rupted by the devil into the evils of life. Simple indeed, but effective.
The orchestra led by Alisdair
town life, who is only saved from
eternal domination by the endur- Nicolson encountered some difing love of his girlfriend, Anne ficulties with the score, especially
Trulove , was thus given a vigor the strings who ·f10undered
and enthusiasm which is not.often around at some of the more diffound in performances of The ficult sections. However the wind
Rake's Progress. The drawback, of section performed exceptionally
course, of using yoimg performers well, especially the trumpet and
in the King's Singers? Damn!! 1
is that their voices have not bassoon sections. The orchestra's
All in all he is pleased with the
reached maturity . Hence the con- relatively successful performance
repertoire of the orchestra. "I
trol and volume were .not every- was doubly remarkable, when one
think we have a pretty ·good
thing they migfit have been. Alex considers that the singers and
balance .. . on the whole because ~eaver and Nicholas Mack!_an orchestra had only two rehearsals
the scope of a chamber orchestra
did try hard however, · and what together before performing it for
is so eno'rmous."
they lacked in experience, they real, which, as Dr Savage the
"The responsibilities or the players made up for in their acting, which · Director, conceded, was not the
are greater the smaller the group. was of a high standard.. Nick best way of ensuring a first-class
Shadar's (Colin Heggie) voice was performance.
It's a great challenge."
markedly more mature, and he
So what did he think of the
Tunnel has always played gave a convincing performance of · finished Production? "Well perchamber music. Alongside the the devil both through his acting sonally," he said "I'd have been
SCO he periodically, and as much ·. and his musical ability.
happy simply to have left it at th~
as practicalities will permit, plays
in the Tunnel Piano Trio with his
brother, principal cellist in the
ECO, and his sister. "I find-and
it may sound odd when I haven't
actually experienced playing regularly in a symphony orchestra the small group idea appeals
more. The responsibilities of the
players are greater the smaller the
group. It 's a great challenge." As
his press release tells me , for
many years he was a member of
the London String Quartet and
has played with other groups such
as the English Baroque and th_e
Thames Chamber Orchestra .
On the question of the SCO's
12 per cent grant increase (which
The chorus both_sang and acted rehearsals, _since I love the opera •
compares with an Arts Council's
well, the brothel and madhouse so much. And lam very glad to
general increase of 2. 9 per cent)
have been able to introduce the
Tunnel said: "In real terms it's not . scenes being probably the best. cost to the Rake's Progress and
going to amount to veryt much of Expecially memorable was the to see them enjo)! it as much as
an increase. Probably our season deflowering of John Rakewell, myself."
for next year will look at least as which was performed with vigour.
Helen Bell
healthy as this current season." Christopher · Hobkirk as the

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS

tively speaking and with the
benefit of hindsight, the best performance of the whole shoddy
affair. The overture · established
Qu~en's Hall 1st March
the pattern for the evening, the
I'm generally fairly tolerant, • loud passages being played with
with a high resistance to occa- rauc<;ms gusto, while the exposed
sional musical-blunders, and I cer- quiet moments disappeared into a
tainly don't expect an amateur magical silence as the players sudgroup to emulate the SNO. But .denly realised their bluffing could
everyone's patience has limits and be detected.
The Mozart Clarinet Conceno
Edinburgh
Symphony
the
Orchestra stretched mine far suffered from qnpardonably
beyond endurance. They offered insensitive orchestral playing, the an insult to music last Saturday ESO reQ!_ainin_g blithely oblivious
night at the Queen's Hall which to the fact that it was hideously
was utterly inexcusable, l!nd that's out of tune with the soloist, Philip
the most charitable version of my Greene. The latter did his best but
his pleasant performance could do
feelings.
My forebodings began when I nothing more than anaethetise
overheard a cellist attempting to this musical abortion.
The pompous programme
warm-up with a scale or two in
indeterminate keys, and my worst notes informed us that Bruckner's
fears were confirmed when t11n- 4th Symphony was carved "from
ing-up proved to be an insur- the rock of time itself' ... well, it
mountable
hurdle.
Weber's certainly seemed eternal. The
Euryanthe overture, was, rela- couple next to us showed great

THE EDINBURGH
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

presence of mind and got stuck
into reading Mills and Boon,
while the rest of the audience
lapsed into abject misery. The
'highlights' of this eminently
forgettable performance came in
the form of a notable and exposed
trumpet solo which was a disconcertingly realistic imitation of a
constipated bumble bee, and the
cellos' moment of glory which witnessed 10 differing interpretations
of the key signature at once. The
horns managed to be uniformly
dreadful throughout, at least providing some measure of .consistency.
With sheer bloody-mindness,
the ESO laboured to tne end of
·this truly diabolic concert. I'm still
trying to recover from the serious
underming of my belief in mankind's musical abilities . . . let's
hope it's a long time before this lot
are let loose on the unsuspecting
public again.
Heather Foley

228 2688
ALL NITE SCIENCE FICTION
For the January-March tern,
Forrest R6ad
Grindlay Street
Lothian Rd
Two Guest Tickets required.
pass system. Ask for the lean
225 9873 .
229 8663
RUMBLE FISH
7Feb: Odeon
you pay the standard £2.30 an
6, 8 Feb; 2.30
11.15; 2010
the card is taken from you an
THE BALCONY
6-8 Feb; 6.15, 8.15
This year's all nite blasting sescinema is now oon-smoki ng.
11 Feb; 8 pm, 12 Feb; 1 pm and ,5 TARTUFFE
Copolla's monochrome movie sion kicks off with t~e sequel to
Till Feb 15
pm
about a totally entrenched gang 2001 which althugh it isn't as
7.45pm
Tickets: £1.25, 75p for members
leader living in his past (Mickey prophetic as far as .space design
A standard £1 .50 student con
:
This Bedlam lunchtime show has Tickets: £2-£5
from Sunday to Thursday. Ho
O'Rourke) whose little Brother is goes is still very ; good.
been extended to three shows. By Moliere, translated by tt,e
intent on following his example 1.20; THE TERMINATOR
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and
Fantasy merges with reality as talented Liz "writer-in-resident:e
played by Matt Dillon
Licensed killer Arnold Schwarone man's powergame centres at this very same university" LocKISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
zenmuscle goes back in time to
on a high dlass brothel. Genets; h head. Not only is this a hilarious
Students pay £1 .20 for all pert
now to kill off the mother of a
6-8 Feb; 6.00, 8.30
masterpiece of decadence and play on its own merits, but the
The only exception is the late·
Two Non-Soul Mates become future terrorist. ·
decay in an exciting new produc- fact that it has been translated
only non-smoking part of the,b
cell mates in a South Amerjcan 3.15 GHOULIES
tion, so go and support your very into Scots makes it even funnier
shut on Sundays.
,
regimes torture prison. wil~am Trancers unfortunately had to be
own theatre company, and have and more accessible with its
Hurt plays th.e fant~siser jvho cancelled due to unforseeable
"spit-it-out" language. It's ab~~t
a bit to eat.
dri~es the serious mmded ipur- (oir
unextinghishable)
cir. a.' lecherous conman and cnt1Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) '.I!
nahst mad
cumstances, and Ghoulies kindly,
cfses religious hypocrisy.
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1 .20.
STOP MAKING SENSE
stepped in at the last moment.
minutes before performance
7 Feb; 1.30, 3.30
THE
PHILADELPHIA
4.40;
late evening films but you ca
7,8Feb; 11.00
EXPERIMENT
smoking in both cinemas. ·
8 Feb; 4.00
,
2 Leven street
Two 40's seamen are catapulted
The best concert film of all time into the future during a wartime
~291201
- everyone says so I know 1but experiment and spend the rest of
Members get in free to all pe
even if you're not a Takking the film trying to get back. ·
can be purchased in advance
Heads fan, I can assure you will
week and from t he Postgrad
ALADDIN
6.30; BARBELLA
High Street, Musselburgh
be by the end of this.
Place, at the weekend.
fill 22 Feb
Highly camp version of the future
665 2240
MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDERETTE
based on a comic strip starring · 7 pm : matinees at 2.15
9Feb; 8.45
Tickets: £2.50-£5.50
jane Fonda before the workout
10-12 Feb; 6.45, 8.45
All tickets for lunchtime produ
Are you feeling low, run down
8.15; THE DEAD ZONE
FEMALE PARTS
12 Feb; 2.30
your consumpti on. Membe(s
and depressed by the mountains
And you probably will be by then.
Till 8 Feb
Recently won best British fil of
allows reductions on all ticket
of work piling up before your
A . five year coma leaves the
7.30
the year, and quite rightly so.
are held every Monday at 6.
patient with telepathic powers · very eyes? Well never fear 'cause
Presented by the Brunton
Two old school pals meet up to
interested in any aspect of B,ed
the panto's still here. Go and
and a frightening ability to forsee
Theatre. The title of this play has
take over one's entrepreheur
have a laugh at the sensational
peoples futures.
many connotations as I'm sure
uncle's lauderette.
·
•
Stanley " Heather Cream " Baxter
BICYCLE THIEVES
you'll agree. So shy don't you go
Exclusive offer this year for
KINGS OF THE ROAD
GREYSTOKE - THE LEGEND OF all dressed up in his outrageous
along and see if any of your prewhich allows many benefits.
9, 10 Feb; 7.00
outfits. Apparently some of his
TARZAN
conceptions are right? You never
Sunday perform ance; £2 for a
A warm film about two middlejokes are pretty near the knuckle .
6.45; 9 Feb
know, you may be right, but then
before performance ; free ent
aged men, living their life on the George Square Theatre
So all sentitive students should
again its much more likely that
theatre clubs in Britain.
road.
'
a poor man searches for his sto- cover their ears at the appropyou'll be wrong but it should be
BLOOD WEDDING
len bike and a .job, while Christ-, riate times.
worth finding out.
11 Feb; 2.30
opher
Lambert
searches
for
his
They offer a plastic ca rd costi
A· stunning and passionate pormother
after
the
startling
revelatwo tickets at concession
trayal of Lorca's Blood Wedding
performance). Check at box o
in the stark setting of a Madrid _ tion that she isn't an ape.
BLOOD WEDDING
dance studio which helps bring.
THE RED SHOES
· out the passion of the piece. ;
ESCA have changed premises!
12 Feb; 6.45
A TIME OF WISHES
;
contrary to this year's Student
George Square Theatre
CAN THIS BE LOVE
time during office hours to n;i
Blood Wedding is sited in a Mad11 Feb; 7.00
·or alternatively phone her.
rid dance studio, while The Red
The first film, in this Russian SeaShoes is · the classic Moira
son, is a study of the generation
J
....::;
Shearer story of the dancer
of woman that grew uip in Russia
Students are w elcomed in any
after the war . and purges.
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 a.
PIXOTE
105 High Street
29 Market Street
Friday evening.
12 Feb; 6.00, 8.30 .
\
229 3030
557 1140
2252382
A film from the director of 'Kiss of . Lothian Rd
·the Spider Woman'. An innoqent BACK TO THE FUTURE
Til Feb 8
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
10 year old wanders into the back 2.00, 5.00, 8.00
INTERIM: takes a look at women
Till Feb8
streets of darkest Brazil and into a Clean cut American kid Michael
A display of both British and in their middle•ages. Go along
world of prostitution and drug J. Fox flips back to the future to
American art and features work and see if thev'e snappe1 your SATIJRDAY 8 FEB
\
dealing.
·
meet up with his folk$
12.00; Chaplaincy Centre: Amnesty Inter·
by
various . photographers mum or your Aunty Beenie.
PLENTY
national Festive Spring Lunch .
including Beaton Worth and
1.50, 4.50, 7 .50
TWO PINNHEELS : the pinwheels MONDAY 10 FEB:
Meryl Streetp plays the resis- Stieg lite.
1.00
pm; Chaplaincy Centre Auditorium :
being two European art galleries
667 7331
tance worker forced back into her
from which works have been Food from around the world hel d by the
South Clerk St.
Spanish and Italian Societies.
N
peacetime bored society house- 11 Feb-1 March
taken to bring this collection 1.00 pm; Peasance Chevi ot Room : U
ROCKY IV
Hedges Gold
wife. She rebels and runs off with Benson and
Decade for Women Confe·rence ", a talk a~d
together.
£1 .30, 5.45, 8.10
a group of Bohemian Thespians Awards: an exhibition of photosimulation with Ruth Najda. EU Th,ird
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 ~m.
The walking advert for American
graphy' and illustration on the
TEEN WOLF
World First.
Beef is back, to conquer his new
theme . of energy . featuring
1.40, 3.55, 6.10, 8.55
TIJESDAY 11FEB:
. . ·A
opponent, Capt Ivan Drago of the
1
It the 'has to be seen to believed' finalists in the Benson and
1.00 pm ; Chaplaincy Centre fl.ud 1torium.
Soviet Union played immensely
speaker from the Organisation of Dem:;
category. Cutie Michael J. Fox Hedges Gold Awards. If they are
. by Dolph Lundgren. Needless to
ratic Youth an~tudents of Iran ~ ith fo of
discovers that his family are the as good as some of the B&H post.say Rocky thrashes the living
and displays provided by EU Fri~nds u·
-ers this exhib should be worth a
descendants of werewolfs
Palestine
and Iranian Democratic St
daylights out of all who stand in
look.
FRENCH
INSTITUTE
dents.
M rtin
his way including the whole
1.00 pm; Royal Medical Society: Dr a. d
Tues-Sat 12.30-6 pm
13 Randolph Crescent
Poliburo. According to other
Donaghy will talk about drugs in the Thir
225 5366
reports, there is a special guest 447 2660
World.
.
ou
3-21 Feb
7.30 pm; Chaplaincy Centre : "' Is 1t me Y
appearance by his Brain.
Newbattle Terr
want to kill?" a video and talk. EU CND ..
.
FRINCH
PRINTMAKERS
:
'1890EVIL DEAD
. BACK TO THE FUTURE
pm; Teviot Row Middle Read,~~
1960, an exhibition of dolour 8.30
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREl;T 2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Room : Kevin Duncan will speak on Th
1
lithographs
from
the
eollection
World Aid . EU SNA.
1.40, times to be arranged.
' Spielbergesque small town boy
of aberdeen Art Gallery.
The first is a classic of late nig~t flips back to the· future with the
WEDNESDAY 12 FEB
.. n
i
2-5.~0
pm
Mon-Fri
9.30-1,
All Oay; Mandela Centre: Photo Exhibit,o
video sessions but well wo1h aid of an atomic De Lorean car Old College, South Bridge
on
Latin
America
.
w·
seeing on the big screen pro- PRIZZIS HONOUR
6671011
3.00 pm; Pleasance Theatre: FREE shoot
vided you have a nice juicy arr,n 2.15, 5.15, 8.15
ing of 'No Parasan', a sympathetic but n
to claw into. Nightmare is abol)t Two delightful assassins find
uncritical look at Nicaragua.
t
7.30 pm; TeviotRow: International 0?~3 :;
good American kids doin' all th'e that shortly after falling in love
. "This House believes that the Palest1nia
things they should, like romping with each other they .are com- Till Feb8
are justified in pursuil)Q the 'armed stru:d
on the beach but it turns into a manded by their various organi- CRITICAL LINES: contemporary
gle'. With Seycal Aweida from the PLO a
British
radical
and
satirical
illustPaul
W ilkin son, an expert on terrorism .
well crafted horror story
sations that they have to kill each
rations
by
Gerald
Searle,
Ralph
.
DEFENCE OF THE REALM
Wash-House, 23 Union Street 'THURSDAY 13 FEB
other. It could never happen -or
• · n
Steadman and Sue Coe.
2.00, 5.30, 8.00
All Day; Mandela Centre : Photo Exhibit,o .J
(opposite the Playhouse)
could it?
on
South
Africa.
·
Brilliant Puttr;iam film about an WITNESS
1.10 pm ; New College: Video and Deba18
ivestigative journalist played by 2.00, 5.00, 8.00
South
-Affica.
on
Gabriel Byrne trying to discover Harrison Ford ·and a small boy_ TAKING FORM : drawings, prints 557 2479
2.00 pm ; Mandela Centre: The official
the truth behind a government are the onlywitrnesses to a drugs and photographs by members of 15 Feb-15 March
scandal, a ministers mistress and murder and have to escape to the the Federation of Scottish ARTISTS OFFSHORE : the programme promises "oil rigs like
•
finding outalong the way that boys home, a 19th century style Sculptors.
you've never seen them before?"
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
governments kill people.
Amish community. ·
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erates a student cinema
p cash desk. For six visits
e card stamped. Aftert~is
et £5 in return. The,entire

rate holds in all cinemas

t the weekends entry will
on-smoking.

' es in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
strows in Cinema 3-the
. Incidentally, this place is

. !fl.llrly evening ,shows
~.are only available 30
No::ucncessions given for
k these in advance. Non-

nces. 'Guest tickets (£1 .25)
ny Wlriion Shop during the
nts' 'Union, 24 Buccleuch

jnclude soup and bread for
the~dlam is £1 .75, which
lam :Committee meetings
in 'the theatre. Anyone
always welcome.
shiµ: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
staorlby ticket 10 minutes
a:verse Bar and many other

o which allows you to claim
e (£1 off cost of any
x r details.
9 Guthrie Street (225 4061)
. Pop'into the offices at any
da,;tbe full-time secretary,

to all SNO concerts at the
available from 7 pm each

( (l!ni'l.Q of the Centre with Denis
,. lldb.e~. imprisoned with Nelson Man·
t:>r 22 years and recently released,
s other speakers.
Jo'lffl'I; .Chaplaincy Centre: Seminar on
cuthemAfrica with Third World First and
· Apartheid. Sessions on the ch urch ·i n

QJth Attica, the illegal occupation of

snibia:and the history of the ANC.
D'AY'lirFEB.
.fO P11J; :Chaplaincy Centre Auditorium;

'Illd .andctlisplays on China. Chinese Cul·
1.aruA?erforming Arts Society.
A -lDtPm;CChaploaincy Centre: 'Nightmare
C- 1Paraffiae', a video on nuclear testing in
d
SoutlllPacific. EU CND.
I
'Pl'lt; Pleasance Bar: International
:S:~I to round off the week with cul81 '.enter:tainment from round the globe.

OFEB
J>m;llith Fir Common Room , JCMB:
deo on$olidarity held by the East Euro-

n$oc.

,

!a¥ 11 FEB; 6 Flor Common Rm.

~B:$pe.aker from the Organisation of
oeratic Youth and Students of Iran,
ill ,talkalbout Britain'S responsibilities to
t
P.o.selh:e dictatorship in Iran.

SDAY12FEB
Pm ;fCommon Rm, JCMB: Meeting on
ile Wi:th.:a guest speake r. EU Latin Amerin Solidarity.
·

ESD"A.¥ 13 FEB

~

Pm; UCMB, 6 Fir Common Am : Dennis
dbe~, a former political pris~ner wit~
son M,andela will talk about his expertes inside South Africa.

DAY14FEB .
~ Pm; JCMB. 6 Fir Common Rm : 'Phil-

f:

nes after the elections'. Diana Toyune will present a talk and a slide show on
half of scottish Education and Action for
~pment.
.
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------------THE DANCE
Teviot Row Union
Happy Hour trom 9-10'
HAPPY HOUR .
The Pleasance
from 7.30-8.30

S A T

NT.S/JffKB

1

~U~&·F~~A.,.81:~ -~RMB ~T·B th

NORTH ft!MERICAN STUDIES '
COMMITIEE
Room 107
William Robertson Building
4.00
Professor- lsaac Kram nick of Cor-.
nell University will speak on The'
Us Constitution and its critics:
COMUNN CELTEACH
COMUNN CEILTEACH EAD-,
HRAIDH NA H-ALBANN
.EU SNA
Ceilidh Agus dannsa ann an talla
Walpole di-hadine 7 ghearran
1
ceok mdannsa 's fealla dha!
1
8-2
EU A('ffl-APARTHEID
Chambers St Ballroom
8 -1 am
The Psico - All profits from
tonight will go towards twinning
EUSA with SOMAFCO. Tickets £1'
from members or on the door.
HAPPY HOUR Chambers St Union
More cheapo drinkies from 8-9
with the Medicine show Disco
KLUB KASMUO
Potterrow,
Mandela
Centre
House
rlappy Hour from 8.30-9.30
and live band. SHATIERED
FAM!LY.
EU LATIN AMERICAN SOLIDARITY SOCIETY
DHT Faculty Room South
1£-2 pm
Three student Union Representatives from chile will be givinga
talk about the Chilean anti-dietatorial struggle.
·
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room
JCMB
1.10 pm
Contemporary Kuwait Through
Its Costumes And Textiles. A talk
by Miss J. Scarce, Dept of Art at
the Royal Museum.
JAZZ - LIVE!
60 The Pleasance
8.30-11.30
. This week featuring Gordon
Cruickshank and his Quartet.
EU AI\ITI APARTHEID SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre
5pm ,
An Action Meeting! To plan for
International Week.
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room
Pleasance
7.30 pm ·
'Skins', a film about the Fur Trade
will be shown. All.welcome.
HAPY HOUR
•
Chambers St. Union
Cheapo ~rinkies from 8-9,

8

PARK HUOM DiSCO
Teviot Row
AHappyHourfrom8-9forallyou
Balcony Boys.
CROWN FOLK CLUB
George Square Theatre
8 pm
,
Present 'Capercaillie' in concert,
Tickets £2.50, £2.
LATE NIGHT DUUllU: t-t:ATURE '
Chambers St. Union
Super-trog disco. H<!PPY Hour
from 9-10as well as live band,
Blues 'n' Trouble.
------------

S U N

9

f E8

..::.........;;;-..:.._;_________
TEVIOT ROW
Happy Hour 8-9
UNIVt:H::;1 I Y ::;t:HVll,t:
Greyfriars, Tolbooth and High
land Kirk
11 am
Service . by
bishop Patrick
Kalilombe of Selly Oaks Colleges
Birmingham.
·
METH SOC
Nicolson
Square
Methodist
church
7.30
Coffee and fellowship, Stay for
'Church in the world', le d by
Ronald Walls.
-

M Q N 10 f EB

;;.;;._..::.__________
POETRY SOCIETY
Library Bar
Chambers St.
7.30
Three writers published by Polygon Books, wil readtheirwork.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Baflroom
7.30
Ballet Class. Beginners welcome,
£1.50 a class.
EU CONSERVATIVE SOCIETY
White Table Cloth(?)
Teviot Row
7.30
Association AGM election of new
committee
and
committee
reports.
JUNGLE MADNESS DISCO
Place,
Victoria Street
7-1am
In aid of an expedition to Belize.
Tickets are available from Potterrow 6 and 7 Feb. from 1-2 pricer
£1.
LIBERAL CLUB
Balcony Rm
Teviot Row
1 pm
AGM . Come and vote the new
executive and Liberal Club Constitution,.
EU SOCIAL DEMOCRATS
Seminar Rm 1
Chaplaincy Centre ;
2 pm
.
we will discuss the motions and
agenda forthe Scottish SOP Conference,
.
.
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1·...:.
10.:;:__pm
_ _ ____;_'----

F E B . .;. :.
AMNesTY 1NTERNAT10NAL
Tu Es 11. F e·e

Chaplaincy Centre
12 p-m
Auctiortl An auction of a variety
of ·wier'd and wonderful goods ,
from c~lebrities such as Michael
Heseltirle, Maggie Thatcher,
Entrancii is £1 All proceeds go
to AmAesty.
., CROWN FOLK CLUB
48 Pleasance
8pm
a Love Songs Workshop. Bring
copies of any songs you would
like to sing . Get into practice for
the 14th.
SUSIE ORBACH
Wilkie House Canongate
.2pm
·
· Author of 'Fat is a Feminist Issue'
·from 2, lunch served from 12 pm.
.Tickets £1 .

GALLERY SOC
;
Fine Art Dept
j
19 George Sq
7 pm
Jim Hickey, Director of . the
Playhouse will talk about the Fil-

r~g~~- .

Balcony Rm
TeviotRow
7.30
Kevin Bunion from Oxfam
EUCND
Chaplaincy Centre
7.00
Video - 'Is it me you want to
kill?' Shot in the Middle East.
·
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
7.1 5 Beginners
8.15 Non-Beginners
£1.50 a class. All welcom_e . .

STILL THINKING
Preservation Hall
Free,
MONDRIAN TRIO
Queen's I-tall
(Clerk Street)
Richard Friedman on violin.
Hafilidi Hallgrimsson on cello
and Bryn Turley on piano play
from Haydn's Trio in G to Davfd
Johnson's Trio.
7.45 om : £3.50-£2
GERRY AND THE PACEMAKERS
Playhouse
,
(Greensidef'lace)
'
A left over from the Hits of the ,
60's?
\.
7, .30 om. £5. £4

f R I 7

J A'

N

·

·BLUES 'N TROUBLE
i
DEJA-VU
Preservation Hall
Free.
JAZ2
Queen's Hall
Should be a memorable evening
with Steve Arguelles and the
Clark Tracey Quintet providing
the musical valium.
'
10 pm: £3.50 (£2.50)
..
SNO
1:·
Usher Hall
(Lothian Road)
Felicity Lott is the soloist singing
R. Strauss songs. Neeme Jarv(
conducts.
7.30 om : £9.40, £3.30

SCOTIISH
CHi&.MBER
ORCHESTRA
J
Queen's Hall
';
Jorge Bolet plays chopinls Piano
Concerto No. 1 in E Minbr. Wilfried •Boettcher conducts the
meaty
Beethoven
Overture
Leonova No. 2 and !Jartok's
Divertimento for Strings-!
7.45 om: £8-£2
1

S U' N

g

f EB
1
i

SCOTIISH SINFONIA
Queen's Hall
Waverley Singers and t~e Edinburgh Bach Choir are u'lder the
competent baton opf Neil Mantle
7.45 pm: £2.60 (cons £2)~'
TAM WHITE AND THE D XTERS
Preservation Hall
i
Free
TEXAS
Hoochie Coochie Club
(West Tollcross)
Jazz, funk, soul and Latin American music.
10.30 pm : -£2

-M--O--N--- --f-E_B_
10

TUBE SNAKES
Preservation Hall Free.
SALOMAN QUARTET
Queen's Hall
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
Quartets introduced by the famous entertaining Haydn scholar,
H. C. Robbins London.
7.45 pm: £5-£2.20
THE MOTLEY CRUE
FEARGAL SHARKEY
Playhouse
Playhouse
And what a lovely bunch of lads
Makes me sad to think "Teenage
they are too!! Kinda Meat Loaf ·
Kicks" is a dound of the past and
meets the Avon Lady . . .
"A Good Heart" the sound of
7.30 om: £5.50. £4.50
things to come.
K-DING-DING-DING
Moray House
. 7.30 pm : £5.50, £4.50
I don't know much about this '
local band but I hope their music
is not as naff as the name!
CHARLIE McNAIR' S JAZZ BAND
9pm
Preservation Hall
GOOMBAY BE~T .
Free.
The BarbadosSuite
WEE FREE KINGS
(West Tollcross)
The Place
9.30 pm-3am
1
(Victoria
Street)
Late bar, open to all.
\ FAT SAMS JAZZ BAND
FLY BOYS
Preservation Hall
P,reservation Hall
.Free.
Free.

SAT

8

FEB

TUES 1 1

FEB

Cinem81

KISS OF THE SPIDER.WOMAN 1151
Flamboyant homosexual and macho revolutionary still share a prison cell for the last three days of
this phenomenalty successful run.
Cinema 1

SunS-Sat 15, 6.45 and 8 .45 (not 6.45 Sun 9)

MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDERETTE 115)
Rescued from its fate as a 'TV movie' at last year's Festival, this film has since gone on to delight
audiences and critics nationally, won the Evening Standard 'Best Film' award and become firmly
established in Filmhouse's top five. Thatcher's Britain is acidly obsetved, but with great humour
and sensitivity. Starring Dan Day Lewis and Gordon Wamecte.

Clnema2

RUMBLE ASH 1181

Thu 6-Sat 8, 6.15 and 8.15

· .

Mickey Rourlce, before his hair went grey (that was for the four of you who went to see Year of the
Dragon) as the Motorcycle boy, adored and emulated by his younger brother, Rusty James (Matt .
Dillon}.

Clnema2
A double fill of films by Yuli Raizman
A teenage love story

Tue 11 at7.00

CAN TIIIS BE LOVE 1151 +
A TIME OF WISHES 1151
Clnema2

Wed 12 at 6.00 and 8.30

PIXOTI: l18l

.

Hector Babenc:o's unsentimental profile of an astoniit,ing ten.year-old street kid in Brazil.

Stc,J.

SOp matinees this week: Rumble Ash (Thu 61,
Malting Sense (Fri at 1.J? a~d ~.30), Blood
Wedding {Tue 11), My Beaudfut launderette (Wed 12~. All at 2.30 unless otherwise indicated.
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The Thin End of

the Wedge?
REDWEDGE
Playhouse

"Red Wedge believes that
everyone is a star. It's time we
started treating each other
-like one. This is the bottom
line. Now is the time to reach
up."
Reach up or throw up, I ask
myself? The pamphleteering
and sloganeering that accompanied the Red Wedge Tour
could conceivably have come
straight from the manipulative power machines of the
Saatchi siblings.
What is happening? Politically
credible pop people are trying to
rejuvenate socialism . Billy Bragg
is urging the victims of the Thatcherite regime and-the YTS schemes
to register to vote in the next election if they are eligible . And to
vote Labour. It's better than nothing. Minimally, I suppose .

A study lo solidarity and determination. Billy Bragg and his guitar
become as one as our working-class hero executes a perfect C major. Ob
the power! Ob the strength! Now that's what I call Socialism.

Photos: John Lindsay

Suckers
THE PASTELS
The Place
The Pastels. Yes. So life is not consecutive gig lamps, but
maybe random impulses. Yes. So here are some.
PASTELS DOORMAN: That guy Hullah's a fucking wanker.
A ri.ght cunt. I've seen his band, Tell Me A Colour. He looks
like a posey cunt. He's a puff.
Without assuming that a text independently generates a
determinate, interhistorical and universally recognisable
• reading, it CIJII be argued that an intimate relationship exists
between ideology and specific reading practices. Tell Me A
Colour disbanded in October 1983. But, recognising a
discourse, I employed it.
PAUL HULLAH: Look, pal, if I pay one penny to get into
this shithouse, then that's you getting a bum review.
STEPHEN PASTEL: Okay. Give us the worst review you can.
You write for the Student magazine, don't you? All students
are wanks, and we don't want students in our audience.
OPENLY SELECTIVE. The Pastels. Crying)y aloof. Aloof
about being aloof and being aloof perhaps?,I admit that the
generalising path we are on is, indeed, deviant if not mad. But
these things must be looked at.
PASTELS DRUMMER: I don't care if that bastard gives us a
bad review. We don't need cunts like him watching us.
SO WHO DO YOU NEED, unified Pastels? Less drugs, less
drink, and a songwriter maybe? Ideology is inscribed in
signifying practices, and to this extent it is inscribed in
language. Yes. And all this on a Monday evening before the
songs had started.
·
But all of this is true. Andrew Tully, singer with Rote Kapelle,
meant to be my meal ticket.
PASTELS OTHER DOORMAN: Hullah can claim he knows
Tully all he likes. Tully's a big-eared wanking twat. They can
both fuck off.
FINALLY I ENTERED.
FIRST PASTELS DOORMAN: Look mate, I'm really sorry
about that. Just give them a good review, alright?
ALRIGHT. Yes. If one really thinks about It, one will see
that-there is no other objective testimony to the identity of the
subject than that which lies in the exercise of language.
STEPHEN PASTEL: The Pastels are as important as any
music group. But there are a lot of things in life more
important than music.

YES.

What is the situation for today's
socially ~ware teenager? He/she
has so far managed to give up
smoking, let his/her body breathe ,
shun drugs, choose life , kick over
the statues, take up sport and a
million other things. The final
definitive statement of his/her
complete integration with the
world of 198617 would be to vote
Labour.
The Red Wedge enterprise cannot escape easily from charges of
severely patro nising the politically naive/apathetic youth of Britain . Their rallying cry is launched
against the ass umption that young
folk have a collective mentality
not unlike that of American
evangelists. How otherwise could
certain propaganda tricks as seen
in the Playhouse last Thuri;day
night be justified?
Billy Bragg began by telling us
"This show is about entertainment , not politics. " It was definitely a most e ntertaini ng evening
musically . We had Billy Bragg,
Paul Weller and the Style Council.
Lorna Gee (a great DJ from Brixton), Jimi Somerville and bis
Communards playing covers like

Lover Man and Don't Leave Me
This Way with excellent vocalist
Sarah Jane. There was JuniorGiscombe and his marve llous soul
band, Scottish lads Runrig with a
rousing chorus of Loch Lomond,
Tom Robinson playing War Baby
with Paul Weller on congas and
Gerry Dammers providing the
continuity tracks. When the
whole crew came back on stage
together at the very end, the effect
of covers like Many Rivers To
Cross and Move On Up was stunning. It was a perfect concert, a
chance for performing musicians
to play together and sound different and more musically interest·
ing than usual. I have no quibJ:>le
with that side of things - it's the
best value I've ever got for six
quid , like a really good music festival with the happy absence of
tripping hippies and bad weather.
The most revolting aspect of the
night came during the Style Coun·
ell's set. A large blank screen was
unfurled . over the Red Wedge
logo and on it was projected a
monochrome picture of Margaret
Thatcher which remained there
for about two minutes accompanied by thunderous drumming.
I think the general idea was that
we should all start chanting ' Hate
.. . Hate ... Hate'. As a piece of
politicking, it was about as subtle

Weller, Weller, Weller, Ooh! Tell
me more, tell me more!
as a flying mallet .
Another problem lies with the
' Don't Get Mad Get Organised'
routine . Get organised for what?
Telling people to lobby their MPs
and to vote Labour at the next
election is confusing. The Red
Wedge are preaching in their own
way and teenagers do not like
being preached to in general. So
now they know how to get it, but
do they know what it is they want
to get?
·

Suzanne Doran

Right to left: Jimi Somerville, Junior Giscombe, Sarah Jane, Billy Bragg
and an unidentified roadie spre_l!d the word.

Union Eyes

Society (or something) they
intersperi;ed genuine Noel CowSon of Rococo
ard dialogue with wacky adaptaMoray House
tions of execrable chart hits (BerThe trouble with cabaret is muda Triangle, I Know Him So
that in the sort of conditions well, etc.).
·what could have been embarthe artists have to work rassingly routine was put across in
under, it's just too easy for a polished and entertaining manthe audience not to pay any ner - artful repartee , impressive
vocal chiming and repetition, and
attention.
At Son of Rococo everybody every now and then they shoved in
was so bloody sociable that the a corny joke just to make the
roar of desperately trendy chit- _point. But of course everyone was
chat all but drowned out the too busy getting in the halves or
erstwhile efforts of Victor and displaying their own quicksilver
wit to take time off and laugh.
Barry, which was a pity because
Nevertheless, Victor and Barry
the two of them were really pretty
· bravely soldiered on, answering
excellent.
back the person who bothered to
· Sauntering on in their modish
heckle in their clipped Kelvinside
Noel Coward dressing-gowns, iniaccents, gamely offering each
tials emblazoned on their breasts,
other packets of peanuts, putting
and their subtly scruffy legwaron silly hats. They were good,
mers, the duo proceeded for 20
probably too good - it was a
minutes to gently snipe at what
one might call the more advan- -shame that they had to waste their
talents on such a bunch of
taged sector of the 20th century
schlemiels.
social complex. Posing as the KelPaul William Hullah .. .vin~ide ~~!1g P_~opl~'! Dr~aJic_ _ ---.CO- -"'- ·- · .,. __Andrew Pulver

VICTOR AND BARRY

WE FREE KINGS
Potterrow
Although the psyched-up folk
beat of We Free Kings risks being
bracketed with The Pogues/Run
Rig, most especially during Death
of the Wild , the singer's catarrh
clogged voice is more reminiscent
of an ineffective Jake Burns than
Shane MacGowan. Potterrow was
happily short of the anaemic Goth
Gang , shown in the audience
dancing to such as Long Train and
Colonial Boy . With every song
having a nervy speed you either
want more or find it repetitive and
dull .
Personally I would have liked to
have heard the lyrics but we Free
Kings suffered similar feedback
problems to their support band
Mystsy Guests. Overall a good
time was had by most and it was a
benefit in aid of Friends of Palestine. Technical brilliance was second to spirit. Like it or leave it.
. Maggie Hendry
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Just Like Money

I ALL!~~~~m~.1""''
ABDULLAH IBRAHIM

pretty much par for the course.
This was expected, the Mary
Chain being pa rt of the long and
mostly honourable rock-starstradwho-couldn't-give-a-toss
tion .

Usher Hall

While the concerned bigcoated set were all down at
Red Wedge, as you can no
doubt tell by the rest of these
pages, I headed off to the
Usher Hall to see Abdullah
Ibrahim and his band Ekaya.

work , with Abdullah occasionally
throwing in a solo. The piano was,
in fact, rather subdued, but
Abdullah seemed more intent in
directing the actions of the other
members with a series of less than
subtle signals.
For the politically aware concert-goer on Thursday (there
must have been some who
couldn't get tickeis for Red
Wedge) Abdullah Ibrahim did not
disappoint. As a black South African, he probably has a more legitimate message than most around,
and he put it across bea utifully.
Three songs, including an excellent, straight-to-the-point rap
number left us in no doubt as to
his feelings.
This Friday at the Queen·s Hall
sees Steve Arguelles and Django
Bates, leading lights from the
group Loose Tubes. If I mention
that this group were on The Tqbe a
couple of week, ago will any of
you go? I doubt it, but its always
worth a try .

What was no t expected , by me
at any rate , was a set of graceless,
facile competence. They played,
The Usher Hall ? Well , Abdulas the saying goes, all the hits, lah Ibrahim could only play on
with the glaring exception of You Thursday , and that was the only
Trip Me Up , their one master- hall available that night. This
piece to date. Just Like Honey, meant that an audience of around
The Hardest Walk, Never Under- 500, which would have looked
stand were all trotted out effi- good in the Que.en 's Hall , was
ciently, exactly as they are on totally lost in the cavernous Usher
record , except that at least you Hall . It also meant that instead of
can turn up the volume on a just looking far away (as many
stereo. I could forgive many jazz musicians do) . the band were
They trip up
Photo: Craig McNicol
things of this group , but not this : literally far away. This could easwhy were they so damn quiet ?
ily have ruined the night. Howing
first
in
the
alternative
(ho
ho
JESUS AND MARY CHAIN
The Mary Chain, surly little ever, it succeeded in giving the
ho) Top of the Pops, Peel 's Fes- boys that they are .' don't seem to music a distant , dream like quality
Glasgow Barrowlands
tive Fifty. All of which means that understand (but they soon will ,
"Every revolution evapo- they are now decidedly yester- when they only half fill the venues which made it sound rather like
rates, leaving behind only the day's men , the aforesaid critics on their next tour) the unique good French film music. The band
of 3 saxes. trombone . bass and
James Jazz
slime of a new bureaucracy." now ·instigating an inevitable symbiosis that exists between
-Franz Kafka backlash.
artist and consu.mer. An audience
So I would like to be able to can take any amount of studied . I r - - - - - - - - - - , - - , - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Behind me looms a six-foot
report that the hip gurus are
leather-clad monster with wrong, as is their wont, but am arrogance in their idols, but only ·
amyl-glazed eyes and a hair- forced to admit that, tonight , the so long as they feel in on the joke. ,
From the st'alls, the cont,ract
cut like a refugee from The Jesus and Mary Chain were utter remains strictly utilitarian: either
Alarm. He leans forward and pash (as they say in East Kil- put up or shut up, and if you don 't,
Survived The Jesus and band so don't take her word for it.
Down at Moray House College the
beings to shriek at the stage: bride).
we'll find a new flavour who can. Mary Chain debacle, did
same night are K-ding-ding-ding
Things looked ominous from
"JESUS
FUCK!
JESUS
The brothers Reid might retort, you? Well if you had any
FUCK! I SAID JEEZUS the beginning. First, a small as they have in the past, that to sense - unlike me - you who are worth investigating for
their name if nothing else. Hownotice outside coyly informed pat- play for, say, 20 minutes, smash
FUCK!"
rons that the headliners would up the stage and walk off is in would have given this tame ever, they've all got to compete
with the yummy Motley Criie at
Okay, Lurch , I can hear you. "perform for 30 minutes". In the some way subversive; bur only, affair a severe bodyswerve
the Playhouse, also on Saturday,
But at four notes a ticket it's not foyer we were treated to a bizarre surely , as a shock tactic , and there and plumped for the homely
Him who's being screwed tonight. exhibition of paraphernalia, put- was nothing shocking about charms of John PeeUnstead. · who have brought their Theatre of
Pain tour all the way from Georgia
refaction matched by price. £ I 5 tonight's performance . If they had That's right, the JAMC were
It's you.
I came to Barrowlands tolera- for a sweatshirt , £8 for a T-shirt, tried something anything - a tame ... and, this week looks USA just to "Massacre the UK". If
Motley Criie sound as gross as they
bly well disposed towards The £20 for Mary Chain aftershave cover of Brown Girl in the Ring, a bit similar.
look then this wiU be a wonderful
perhaps.they might have tieen
Jesus and Mary Chain. They have etc: cash out of chaos, or what?
occasion. Silly gig of the week.
Of course, it was never worthy of respect.
after auproduced the best album
Things start to go downhill,
Your 30 minutes are up , gentleand several of the finest singles of expected that the group would go
now, I'm afraid (not that they
last year, and have been hailed as in for.the "Thank you, LA , you've men . The Jesus and Mary Chain
were very much uphill to begin
no less than the last bastion of been a wonderful audience" type shuffle off as they shuffled on ,
with). The sole reason for· this is
rock and rock on this moribund of patronage. So when they troop anodyne and perfunctory, damp
the nauseating Feargal Sharkey at
on stage half an hour late, play with squibs when they should have
planet. In '85, the Mary Chain
the Playhouse on Monday. Just
their backs turned , fai l to speak, been firecrackers .
quite rightly topped most of the
what is ol' Feargy up to?, .the
major critics' polls , as well as com- exit sans encore , and so on, it's
Gavin Macdonald
single he did with Vince Clarke
was a delight as was his first
proper solo single I'll Bet You
Never Listened To Your Father,
written an!l produced by Madness. But now he's catering for the
So here it is at last, fans, the Music Pages very first Readers' Poll. Do you really like Dire
Top Man set: megabucks and
Straits? Are we just too blinded by our hipness to see the glory of Mark Knopfler's plectrum?
Un·Reidable
morons. A Good Heart was utter
Or are you closet Teenage Dog Orgy fans after all? Whatever your faves from last year now's
bollocks and You Little Thief is
Tonight at the Playhouse sees even shittier, and Feargal is
your chance to slag us for hyping al~ hose shitty bands or alternatively, to vindicate our Gerry and the Pacemakers stepexcellent taste - let you, the people, decide. Forget the NME, this is the one to cut out and ping gingerly around the stage. clearly striving to embarrass us all
for liking The Undertones. Teenkeep.
Pacemaker is the operative word, age Kicks? Hugh! This tour is
actually, since these guys were sponsored (yes, sponsored) by
Band ............................................................................................................. . probably drawing their pensions
SWATCH - enough said? Shit
Male Singer ............................................................. :...................................... . before you or I were born. OK, so gig of the week.
I'm a bit cruel but gawd • . . Gerry
Female Singer ...........................•...................................................... '. .............. . and the Pacemakers? Come on,
New Act ......................................................................................................... . they're hardly bright new things
for '86.

ulse ·Pulse · Puls

STUDENT READERS' POLL 1985

Local Act .................................... :.................................................................. .
LP ....... .. .............................. .... .................. ................................................... .

Single ............................................................................................................ .
Live Act ........................................................................................................ ..
DJ ................................................................................................................ .
Most Wonderful Person ..................................................................................... .
Most Horrible Person ................................................................... ·..................... .
Turd ............................................................................................................. .
Male Sex Symbol ................................................ ;............................................ .
Female Sex Symbol ..................... ."..................................................................... .
Biscuit ........................................................................................................... .
(N.B.: The best "biscuit" category is the token novelty spot. Will it be Jaffa Cakes; Plain
Ch~olate Digestives or what? Zany, huh??)
Once completed, either send or hand in your entries to the Student offices at 48 The Pleasance.
r stick them in one of the Student Collection Boxes in the Mandela Centre Shop, DHT
asement and the Teviot Rqw servitors' desk. Entries to be in no later than Friday, 28th
ebniary;·
·
·
·
~

Nor, it has to be said, is John
Martyn, who can be seen at the
Assembly Rooms, George Street,
on Friday night. However, he does
maintain some street credibility
what with folk music being all the
rage just now. And all you Everything But The Girl fans should
note that their aching Don't You
Go was penned by the same 'Mr
Martyn. Serious gig of the week.
Also on Friday you jazz junkies
can OD on Steve Arguelles and the
Clark Tracey Quintet at the
Queen's Hall, about whom I am
entirely ignorant but then again so
is James Jazz, our supposed "expert" on such matters.
Saturday night sees a return to
folk with traditiQnal Scottish band
Capercaille gunning them down at
George Square Theatre. According to one of-111y flatmates they're
· brilliant but her brother is in the

Miles richer
On the telly there's Charlie Sexton, Ruby Turner and those
cheeky Motley Criie chaps agllin
on The .Tube. Red Herrings on
BBC2 tonight is in hip city Berlin
and
talks to Einstiirzende
Neubauteo's lead waster Blixa
Bargeld. And In the first of a new
series called My Britain on Channel 4, Sunday at 8 pm, you can see
. rock entrepreneur and fascist hlls·
tard Miles Copeland giving his
ideal vision of Britain; not ·a nice
one, that's
sure. · ·
"· ·
Keith Cameron

for
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Record Makers
Ever wondered how to make a record? Andrew Tully,
one of our resident pop stars: knows all about it.

Sometimes I think
If I try
Climb the money mountain
Make a million
Then I'll go out
Buy myself a soul
The greatest hit in the world.
So you want to be a Pop
Star? Remember - MONEY
NOT TALENT! The music
biz mantra. If Aha and Jeffrey Archer can d<1 it, so can
you! So simple is it in fact to
release a single that that
Incompetent Bunch Of NoHopers, Rote Kapelle, set
about doing it last year.
First off, find a studio . Useful
places to find studios are in Yellow Pages , the otfier one with the
cat on the front, fanzines, on walls
in music shops . The best way is to
ask friends in other bands who've
been in studios. Ask bands you
hate-so you know which ones to
avoid! Rote Kapelle chose
Pierhouse because we'd used it
before and also The Shop Assistants had recorded their fabby
si ngle there . Studios come in different shapes and sizes -4, 8, 16
or 24 tracks , with or without pool
tables , with or wi tho ut plush seats
but nearly always with a brain
dead engineer.
"Ask bands you hate so you know
which studios to avoid."

It 's advisable, before you go
into a studio , to hire a 4-track
porta-studio and do some rough
demos of the songs. The object of
this is to save money, you don't
want to have to waste time in the
studio rewriting songs because
they are· too long or too boring o r
instruments clash or the singer
can't sing (although this never
stopped Rote Kapelle) .

Once in the studio , remember
you are paying the engineer's
wages. They always think they
know better and they always have
their own favourite effects like
lots of echo on the vocals or sampled drums (yeech!), which
results in you sounding like every
other band that's used that studio.
In Edinburgh there is a group of
bands known as 'Wilf Bands' , say
no more. Put your collective foot
down , on his head if necessary!

Rote Kapelle's self-drawn and
self-designed
record
centre.

But have sympathy for your
engineer, try to put your ideas
into words he can understand , it's
no good simply waving your arms
in the air and asking him to give
the geetar more 'Whoosh! ', he
won't have a whoosh button.
After recording the songs
you've got to mix them, i.e. how
loud everything's going to be in
comparison to everything else .
It's at this point that the band
splits up as everybody wants their
particular instrument to sound
li ke the Armageddon. If you can't
agree amongst yourselves you can
always bring a producer in , somebody you think will know the
sound you need. The problem is
agreeing on a producer! When
you do the mixing, don 't use the
great big speakers they have in the
studio , remember most people
will be hearing it on crappy little ·

speakers. We used a car radio
speaker. A lso, do a rough mix
first , then do the final mix about a
week later, so that you can live
with the rough mix awhile!
"You've got to deal with people
with funny accents and flares."
Rote Kapelle get to grips with the music machine·monster.

At the end of the day, though
more usually , the early hours of
the morning , you'll be presented·
with the Master Tape, the final
mix with all the requisite run in
and run out tapes and test tones
on it, ready to be transferred onto
lacquer. Immediately wrap the
master tape in tinfoil , place in an
oven at Gas Mark 6 for two hours ,
turning regularly . No , I jest, a bit
of alternative humour there! The
tinfoil is to stop the delicate master tape being affected by electromagnetic fields, key lines a nd
sunspots, which can result in "the
loss of lOper cent of the treble a nd
bass at each end - A useful
Legend! fact!
At last the task of transferring
all the blips and blops from the
master tape onto the magic seven
inches of plastic! The bad news is
that due to, I don 't know what ,
perhaps the Highland Clearances,
the Act of Union , rich southern
bastards or the weather conditions, every single cutting, processing and pressing unit (a busiress
term for all you Bus. Studies lot) is_
s9ilth of Watford, in London. So
by necessity from now on you've
got to deal with people with funny
accents and flares.

"Leon likes young boys."

There are a number of com,
panics that will handle the entire
operation for you , cutting , processing , pressing, . lab;ls and
sleeves. Rote Kapelle used Mayk-

photo: Craig McNico!
ing. We sent them the master tape
plus the design for the labels plus
the money. They also do sleeves
but we were producing those ourselves. We arranged with them to
go down and supervise the cutting
of th.e lacquer from the master
tape. It is important to supervise
the cutting for two reasons: first ,
the cutting affects the treble, bass
a nd overall loudness of the record
bands who don't attend the cutting usually end up having to put
' Play Loud' o n the cover of their
records; and secondly, you can
scratch a whacky comment on the
run out groove, something like
'Leon likes young boys' !
Two weeks after the cutting you
should receive the test pressings
of the record and the labels.
Whilst you've been travelling
back to Scotland , the lacquer will
have been used to make the metal
stampers which actually press the
records. A couple of test pressings
are run off and sent to you to
check and okay. Once you've
okayed them it's full steam ahead ,
the great wheels of industry move
into action, lorries come and go ,
the pound fluctuates on the international money market , that kind
of thing. The records should
arrive within two to three weeks ,
· complete with labels, sleeves or
white paper bags. Rote Kapelle's
sleeves were photocopied on A3 ,
cut up to size and coloured in by
. hand , all 500 of them. We got

plastic bags from a company in
Glasgow to put the records in, to
complete the perfect pop package.

"The perfect pop package."

Now you 've got 500 records!
You can put them on your wall ,
under your bed or you can distribute them to record shops. Rote
Kapelle used Fast Forward/Cartel, an independent organisation
of record distributors who between them cover the whole country. You give them the records
and for a slice of the money they'll
try and persuade record shops to
stock them . To sell the record you
need to do gigs, to put up posters ,
send copies of the record to local
and national radio , the music
press, fanzines etc. When you
send them away , e nclose a press
release , giving information on the
band. Don 't enclose a bad press
release , it can put somebody off
the band totally without hearing
the record!
This isn't perfect but then
roll. Every time
neither is rock
Ma rk Knopfler goes to the toilet
he comes back with a gold disc,
there's no place for the wort~y.
'Come throw yourself under the
monstrous wheels of the rock ' n'
roll bandwagon as it approaches
destruction! '
Andrew Tully

'n'

Here's Johnny!

Beauty and the Pig

Photo: John Lindsay

I always see myself as an amiable
sort of chap. I do feel a bit out of
place on Top of the Pops though."
Live in a cupboard
John · Peel is 46 now, has been
in Chambers Street.
on Radio One since the 60's, and
there was a spell recently, after
So what is it, this thing they the departure of his " Rhythm Pal"
call"John Peel"? To one sec- David Jensen, when he was
tion of the nation's youth he's sounding a little jadeil .
something of a hero, a pioneer
"Things did seem to reach a bit
of new music, to .others he's of ,a low point about a year/eighjust the Top of the Pops pre- teen months ago, but they seem to
senter who doesn't wear yel- have picked up now; it was very
this evenin11 to see
low, sleeveless pullovers, the encouraging
the reaction when I played Half
surly one who doesn't like A- Man _Half Biscuit there " (these
ha ....
laconic Lancastrians, makers of
" I don't think I'm surly at all ---'· the Back in the DHSS album,

JOHN PEEL

have achieved semi-legendary
status thanks to constant playing
from Peel).
Other current favourites are
Edinburgh's Shop Assistants, so
what does he think of Scottish
music in general at the moment:
" I don't really think in those
terms (although I am constantly
accused of bias towards Liverpool
bands). I tend to just play records
I like at the time, without worrying too much about what the
bands will do later on."
A case in point are one-time
favour ites Simple Minds:
"Yes I'm not very keen on their
current stuff, which is a shame. I
do remember being very impressed that they played footba ll with
me and my wife at a festival in
Europe, and then went straight on
stage without changing their
clothes ... "
·
One .way in which Peel distinguishes himself from most of his
colleagues is by demonstrating an
awareness that there are one or
two things in life which are marginally more important than the
Radio One roadshow. However
he doesn't seem to align himselfwith any political organisations, at least not publicly - so
what does he think of the Red
Wedge? (see review).

"I wish "them well. It's like
later on.
everyone these days slags off Neil
As someone who's been instruKinnock , but he's the on ly one
mental in bringing reggae and
who's there- Lenin's dead so he . other types of music to a wider
can't be prime minister . . . If the
national audience would Peel
Labour Party wants to get divided
every play mo re better known
up into narrow factions , it'll just
bands to draw more day time lisll)ean another Tory victory at the
teners towards his wider variety of
,next election.
mcsic?
,
"It's really a question of time
D oes he ever feel bad about
because each show is about 5
making quite a lot of money from
times over-subscribed as it is. "
events like tonight's, just for playing a few records?
As far as I can tell , people tend
to accept Peel's idiosyncrasies
"I know ·what you mean , but
more easily simply because hfs
you see Radio l 's always been run
been in broadcasting for so long
on the principle that DJ's use their
position to generate other - and this would make it hard for
a younger person to replace him.
income ," (i.e. aren't paid as much
"Well, I've no divine right to be
as you might think), "I only do
on the radio, nobody has . .. This
about 12 or 15 of these a year, and
national institution , it's a strange
spend at least £60 a week on
status, but I think people are prerecords , so this pays for the
pared to put up with it because I
records reallY: "
A recent session on his show by don't try to be something I'm not
(if I tried to do those sort of showDiatribe featured a vi'cious attack
on· students' complacency, The biz things I think that would piss
Student Rap. What does John people off)- I always used to say
that Kid and I were th,e only Radio
think about it? " Well, of course that bloke One DJ's who didn't lie about our
himself is a lecturer at Reading ages."
Certainly, mentally you seem a
University; I thought it was a bit
over-stated, but at the same time lot older than most Radio One
the kind of suffering that people disc jockeys ....
"Erm, no comment."
endure as students· is nothing dis·we all know what that means.
agreeable by comparison to the
"'
'- · ·, ' '
'· Duncan Hewitt
suffering tl\at rhay come'theirwily
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Return to the fold

Once.a ~ember of Irish paramilitary organsiations, David Hamilton ·speaks to Jane Kelly
about his mvolvement with terrorist activities and his recent conversion to Christianity.
·
David Hamilton is an ex-convicted paramilitary from Belfast.
He was a member of both the
legalised Ulster Defence Association (UDA) and the outlawed
Ulster Volunteer Force {UVF), a
loyalist paramilitary equivalent to
the Republic IRA.
David Hamilton is also a Chris- tian.
· Born in Cookstown, Co.
,Tyrone, David moved to Belfast
aged nine and to the mixed
Catholic and Protestant council
housing estate of Rathcool on the
outskirts of the city.
The recent "troubles" which
started earnestly in Belfast in the
early 1970s witnessed the reemergence of the IRA whose
paramilitary activities spurred the
young David into action and the
UDA to "defend Ulster". As he
relates, "The 'troubles' polarised
and separated the people, working up a hatred in each other."
Cathol_ic friends such as Bobby
Sands, the IRA prisoner who died
while on hunger strike in 1981,m
became sworn enemies almost
overnight.
Involvement in car thefts led to
petty crime and eventually armed
robbery. An attempt to elude the
police brought him to Scotland
where he stayed "on the run" in
Glasgow for a year before return- ·
ing to Belfast. He was caught and
sent to trial.
He remained in custody for a
year and was sent to the Maze
Prison just outside Belfast. He
was given status as a "political
prisoner" and joined other Pro-

testant loyalists, allowed to wear
his own clothes and accept visits
from outside.
At the end of the year, Hamilton was finally summoned to
court. He was given a five-year
suspended sentence and let off with
a caution -he was barely 18 years

tinue his loyal "defence of Ulster". He became a leading
member of his local branch of the
UVF and was involved in armed
robbery of post offices and banks
to secure funds for the organisation. He was also indirectly
involved in bombings and killings.

Photo: Craig McNichol
old.
He was arrested again in I 977
Failing to get back into the and charged on the word of a UVF
UDA to rejoin all his friends Supergrass informer. He was
because they feared he might be sentenced by the same judge he
under police surveillance, Hamil- had c~me up against four years
ton joined the illegal UVF to con- earlier to 12 ye,ars imprisonment.

By this stage he l}ad married and
was the father of a little boy.
It was only six years ago that
David Hamilton became a professed Christian. He stresses his conversion as happening almost overnight. He had long ago abandoned the church as not being for
him, despite his protestations
about being a good loyal Protestant. There were so few churchgoers in prison as a whole that
those who did go were looked
upon as madmen. He was usually
foremost in haranguing and scoffing at "Hinty the Skypilot'' , an
ex-loyalist double murderer who
had become a Christian.
Yet it was one of Hinty's many
Bible tracts which inspired David
to become a Christian. At first no
one believed him but as he talked
more with Hinty and with other
Christians from both communities
he realised that he had genuinely
"seen the light". The "Hate-theWorld"
complex
he
had
developed over the years in the
UDA, the UVF and in prison radically changed and he showed the
~incerity of his belief by accepting;
and talking to hardened Republicans whom he had previously
despised and often fought with.
He realised at once the anxiety
and heartache he had caused to
his parents as he reflected on his
life up until this point.
At the same time he became
aware that the void in his life was
at last filled. even to the point
where he confesses. ··1 was happier Jn jail with knowing Jesus ·
Christ than I ever was outside
without him."
The "boys" abandoned him as a
-crackpot and six months after his
conversion his wife left him.

'
David Hamilton has been out
of prison now for two years. In the
first few days of his release he
faced assassination threats from
not only avenging Republicans
but also from his own paramilitary
organisations who feared he
might turn supergrass in the light
of his recent conversion and consequent resignation from the
UVF.
However , David has not laid
low as one might expect in such
threatening circumstances. He
has consistently promoted the
belief that "a mutual acceptance··
of people by each other within the
two communities in Northern Ireland is the only solution for peace.
He relates his story as that of
someone who has seen no way forward in violence or division.
indeed only two weeks ago he was
guest speaker at an interdenominational service held in Clonard
Monastery on the Falls Road in
the heartland of Catholic West
Belfast.
While the deeply divided political line in Northern Ireland sees
little future in recruiting such
apparently irreconcilable views.
David's challenge to that line is at
least unique.
As a Christian. David secs the
acceptance of the two communities by each other as only
possible in a mutual love of God
- which ought to be there in
theory . if not in practice. People
"like David Hamilton and his colleague Liam McCluskey. an exIRA convict now a Chhstian and
trying to bring that same belief in
the one God to the forefront of
Northern Ireland politics as the
only means towards peace and
reconciliation.

Practical Socialism
Melissa Clarke describes the history of New Lanark which
was b~ilt as a mill town in 1785. Robert Owen, the manager,
created a socially-ideal community and the town became one of
the world's largest cotton mill complexes. Many of the buildings have recently been restorei:l and, although people still live
and work hei:e, New Lanark welcomes many tourists."

nificant even now. He believed in
the value of education in the formation of a more rational social
system. Children were taughi in
the schoolhouse from the ages of
about eighteen months to ten
years. The curriculum was wide
including the three 'R's', singing,
dancing and zoology.
He employed a lecturer who
travelled each week from Edinburgh with an animal to display

ter for the use of adult workers.
He provided evening classes in
subjects ranging from reading to
dancing. The Institute also contained one of the first lending libraries. Owen believed in social
harmony imposed from above and
strongly encouraged community
participation in activities he felt
were reformatory.
The abuse of child-labour persuaded Owen to found the Nur-

nearly 1500 people. Owen,
New Lanark is a mill village,
about 35 miles South West of brought in later by Dale, used this
opportunity to create a harmoniEdinburgh , which was established
ous environment in which the
in the Eighteenth Century on
community could develop.
radical environmentalist princiThe village centres around the
ples. David Dale, a prosperous
cotton merchant, and Richard water-powered cotton-spinning
Arkwright cb_ose this site at the mills. At its height there were four
Falls of Clyde, to construct water- mills producing cotton thread and
canvas, primarily for sails. In the
powered mills.
The manager , Robert Owen, mills Owen created an avantthe renowned socialist, _applied garde management structure
his environmentalist ideas to Hours were cut from fourteen to
creating a socially-ideal commun- ten a day. He abolished the usual
ity which soon gained an interna- system of sub-contraction of work
tional reputation: his provisions through the weavers and instead
for housing and education in par- gave all the employees the same
ticular were fare superior to any rate for equal work.
other in either the public or priOwen used his prestige as a
vate sectors. His managerial psychological me)hod of control
l\·lill No. 3.
abilities made New Lanark the He provided each bench with a
biggest cotton mill in Scotland and wooden block with different colthe most profitable ·in Great Brioured faces representing their
tain. The mill continued manufac- recent standard of work. He could including, on one occasion, a sery Buildings. This project
turing cotton until 1968, nearly then inspect the mills and at a crocodile. Children were taught housed three hundred pauper
two hundred years, during which glance see whether to praise or on a "rational approach" with no apprentices who would normally
time the village changed little.
ignore a worker. He took great punishment but encouragement live in the mills. He housed and
_ Dale formed the community in interest in workers and their we!- and kindness. Although pupils educated them. and allowed no
1785. His first workers were repu- - fare. When suppliers of raw cot- were taught in two large rooms _child to work under the age often,
tedly recruited from a ship deport- ton were cut off by the American they were split into groups accord- as compared to six in most mills.
ing Highlanders to America which Civil War, and on one occasion ing to ability. The admirable Relinquishing the profits from
was considered
foundered at Greenock . He per- when one mill was destroyed by teacher-pupil ration was I: 16 in child-labour
suaded the survivors to work for fire, he continued to pay his work- the elementary school and I :"10 in revolutionary but did not diminish
." 1e infant school.
the success of his mills.
him with the promise of high ers the full rate.
Housing was of a high standard
Owen-also founded the InstiOwen had views on mass
wages and excellent living conditute for the Formation of charac- for this time. Workers were
education which are sietions. By}?-~~-the mill employed industri:il
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accommodated in tenements with
one family to a room. Water came
from public wells. sewage arrived
by horse and cart from public
dung heaps. Owen introduced
weekly inspections for bugs and
awarded prizes for cleanliness.
Electric light was introduced early
on, although it was generated by
the water wheels~so it was centrally-controlled and operated
only when th mills were working.
Full electricity wa~ not introduced
until the 1950's.
Community
identity
was
important in New Lanark and
most enterprises in it operated
communally. For example. the
store was an effective monopoly
run by the Company but it was run
as a co-operative whose profits
were reinvested in the village.
Land above the village was given
over to allotments to give workers
the chance to grow their own produce.
New Lanark declined when the
rest of the textile industry became
centred around Manchester,
although the mills continued producing until 1968. The school, a
focal point of the village, closed in
1910. The general policy now is
to revitalise the community and
r~store the buildings. All land was
exclusively owned by a- trust until
. about a decade ago; now nearly
half is in private hands. However·
all the buildings have been
restored to the original standards
to give a lasting image of a farreaching and successful environmentalist community.
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Now in the limelight
In recent weeks particularly,
thhehlevel dof G <_>vernmednt ctutds mt
tg er has
e been
uca1ton
an concern
s u en
grants
a primary
to students at Edinburgh Univer-·
sity. Malcolm Rifkind 's own
philosophy about student grants is
clear, since he is one of the first to
admit that the present system of
student finance is imperfect. Yet
he stresses that it remains one of
the fairest in Europe. "It's not so
much generous in itself," he
noted , "but it is certainly more
generous than any other western
European country. I think the
consequences of the leve l of
grants depends very much on per·
sonal circumstances."
The surviving concept of a
parental contribution is not one
which pleases the Secretary of
State. "In an ideal world , where
there are no shortages of
resources , than it would be far
more sensible to do away with the
parental contribution altogether
I think successive governments
have been forced to conclude ,
Labour and Conservative alike,
that the losses made by doing
away with the parental contribution would need to be made up of
reductions elsewhere, or in other
s_ocially desirable areas."
Since the Conservatives first ·
came to power in 1979, the level of
the student grant , in real terms,
has been erod_e d by a staggering
20.per cent. Faced with the likely
· prospect of the continued erosion
of the level of grants, what is Malcolm Rifkind's own solution to an
ever-escalating concern for students?
"At the present time there is no
active consideration being given
to a loam,system," he said. "As
you know , that propesal is no
, longer on the table . But. if Y!)U
want me to speak very personally
on a long term thing, and this is
not Government policy but my
own personal thoughts about
loans and grants - then I would
not be very attracted by a system
which repl aced grants by loans ." ·

Four weeks ago, Malcolm Rifkind became the youngest ever Secretary of State for Scotland
and the yungest member of the Cabinet. A graduate of Edinburgh University, and Conservat'1ve MP
" Ed"ID burgh P~nt Iand s, M r_ Rifk"t~d w_as 1or
" t hree _years M"
·
f
t t the
. . 1or
. 1mster
~ sta ~ a
Foreign Office. In one ofhts first Press 1Dterviews ID Scotland SIDCe tak1Dg up his new Job, Mr
Ri&ind spoke to Devin Scobie and Alan Young, in his new St Andrews House office, about the
responsibilities and problems which now confront him.

sibilities and because there is so
much to be done. "
Mr Rifkind's opposite number
in the Labour Party is Donald
Dewar , the Shadow Secretary
State for Scotland. Mr Rifkind
speaks highly of Mr Dewar. "Obvio_usly , there are substantial differences in our views as regards
policy, but I have a very substantial respect for Donald Dewar. I
respect his ability. I enjoy his
sense of humour, and I also have a
great deal of time for his integrity.
He is one of relatively few politicians who will go out of his way to .
be fair in the criticisms he makes."

On Donald Dewar: "I have a
very substantial respect for
Donald Dewar. I respect his
ability. I enjoy his sense of
humour, and I also have a great
deal of time for his integrity."

Malcolm Rifkind the man now at the centre of it all

with the Students' Representative he has no direct remit over the
The
Government's uiniversities, nor any aspect of
Council.
recent Green Paper concerning their funding. He does feel, howthe development of Higher Edu- ever, that Scottish universities do
cation into the 1990s, has attacked remarkably well out of funding
student unionism as being unre- from the UGC, particularly with
presentative . The Scottish Secret- regard to the new, additional,
ary considered this allegation , and funding being added to Engineerremained sceptical about the com- ing and Technology. These are
pulsory nature of most student courses which the present Conserunion contributions. He argued vative administration regards as a
that there was some merit , in particularly high priority.
theory , in the concept of students
The effect of the proposed 2%
having the option to choose cut in university funding will , he
whether they wished to make a admits, vary considerably from
financial contribution to join a university to university . But he
union .
feels that a number of universities
"S.tudents unions tend to be like have been very successful already
The student grant: "It's not so
most other large-scale organisa. in attracting alternative sources of
much generous in itself, but it is lions. There are always small
finance. "I don't think universities
certainly more generous than
numbers of activists who claim to will expect to be exempt at a time
speak on behalf of the whole when there is an overall constraany other Western European
membership . They are often quite ing on public expenditure."
country. I think the
consequences of the level of entitled to, but equally often are .
In the 1970s, Malcolm Rifktnd
unrepresentative of the ·member- was strongly in favour of some
grants depends nry much on
That
is
not
a
ship
as
a
whole.
personal circumstances."
form of devolved Government for
Malcolm Rifkind explained phenomenon peculiar to student Scotland. He resigned as Shadow
unions,
but
at
a
time
when
the
Scottish Affairs spokesman. when
what he sees as the "attraction" of
a system whereby those students Government is trying to achieve his own views differed from those
greater
democratic
accountability
of the majority within the Conserwho wanted to supplement their
grant with a loan could have that in trade unions and other organsi- vative Party , and he voted "Yes"
there
may
be
lessons
to
be
ations,
in the 1978 Devolution Referenoptional loan available to them.
He added that some students may learned for student unions as a ,dum . Reminded of that firm conwhole. "
viction, Malcolm Rifkind is still in
not wish to have such a particularly high standard of living as a "I don't think that there is the
favour of decentralising governloan might allow, in order to avoid remotest possibility of
ment from London.
the necessity of having to pay back Edinburgh University being
"There is a strong case for
' decentralisation, but that can only
that loan after graduation .
allowed to go bankrupt, nor
· be done if it is CQmpatable to the
The Secretary of State was, would any Government allow
· rest ofthe United Kingdom . What
however. unwilling to answer alll!- that circumstance to arrive."
was significant about the Scottish
gations that student finances,
The University Grants Com- referendum result was that only
already severely squeezed by
grant, cuts, might be furthered mittee last term recommended a one-third of the Scottish people
threatened by possible cuts to 2°/? annual cut in university voted in favour. If two-thirds of
Housing Benefit and Social Sec- expenditure for a period of sev- the people were against, or were
urity Benefit entitlements during eral years. In an interview with indifferent, then I had to acGept
Student last month , Edinburgh that the result was not the basis for
vacations.
" I appreciate that these are University Principal Dr John Bur- a coostitutional change that.would
important points," he said , nett admitted that - taking the affect Britain as a whole. "
··which you're quite entitled to be most pessimistic of outlooks - ·
Mr Rifkind may believe that
interested in . But as Scottish Sec- Edinburgh could go bankrupt. It devolution has moved down the
retary I'm very happy to answer _was a claim which , when put political agenda, but he does not
questions relating to the Scottish directly to the Secretary of State adhere to the belief that the ConOffice , and I think that for the for scotland, he rejected strongly. servatives have written off Scot" I don 't think there is the land as a potential source of suppurposes of this interview I'd
rath61' not go into every area of remotest possibility of Edinburgh port , and source of MPs. He
\Jniversity being allowed to go says that; "The Conservative
interest to students. "
During his own years as a stu- bankrupt, nor would any Govern- Party had roots in Scotland before
dent at Edinburgh University, ment allow that circumstance to the Labour Party had even been
studying Law in the 1960s,. Mal- arrive." Mr Rifkind explained invented. Our roots are deep in
colm Rifkind was briefly involved t hat , even as Scottish Secretary, Scotland, and are going to con-

Photo: Dave Yarrow.
tinue so. If you look at the political map of Scotland, you find that
in the rural areas, Edinburgh, and
some parts of the Borders, the
Conservative Party is not only ,n
the lead , but the Labour Party
loses its deposit. "
"The Labour Party is strong in
these areas of Britain - West
Central Scotland, South Wales,
and the North of England: industrial working· class areas. If you
look at the situation in Scotland
from the last General Election,
two thirds of the Scottish public
did not vote for the Labour Party.
What we have in Scotland is a
country of political minorities, ot
which we're one. For every four
people who voted Labour, three
voted Conservative."

Devolution: "There is a strong
case for decentralisation, but
that can only be done if it's
compatible to the rest of the
UK. What was significant
about the Scottish referendum
result was that only one-third
of the Scottish people voted in
favour."
"At this particular 111oment in
time, we're going through a
trough. It's not unusual for governments in mid term to have that
phenomenon - that's the way of
the democratic stuff of politics.
For the last thirty years, our opponents have been writing our
obituary , and each election has
come and proved them wrong, so
I'm not particularly alarmed by
current predictions. "
The job of Secretary of State for
Scotland lias often been seen as a
dead end to a political career, and
only one Secretary of State has
evern been promoted. He was Mr
Rifkind's predecessor, George
Younger, who is now Defence
Secretary. Despite being a man
tipped in the past to achieve very
high office, Mr Rifkind said he
had "no doubts whatsoever"
about taking on the difficult Scottish job.
He said, "I think it's the most
fantastic job for any Scottish
member of Parliament to be asked
to do, because there is such ·an
exciting and wide range of respon-

Although Mr Rifkind has a very
high regard for Donald Dewar,
his view of Labour Leader Neil
Kinnock is less glowing . He conedes that Mr Kinnock has "a great
deal of personal charm" and that
he is "basically a decent person ."
However, Mr Rifkind thinks that
Mr Kinnock has major problems
to overcome.
"Clearly the fact that he has had
no Ministerial experience at any
level of government is a major
handicap for someone who wishes
to become Prime Minister at one
go. I have yet to be convinced that
he has any real creativity. I don't
know what he stands for. I don't
know whether he has a well
thought Ol)t vision of what he
would like for Britain."
"Whatever you think of Mrs
Thatcher, few would doubt that
she has a sense of vision , that she
has pursued that, and has thought
it out, has articulated it , and has
tried to implement it. She has
given leadership, and I think most
people feel that a Prime Minister
ought to provide leadership. I am
not yet convinced that Neil
Kknnock has the ability to do
that , nice person though he is."
Moving away from Neil Kinnock., Malcolm Rifkind nevertheless remains an Edinburgh MP
despite his hectice new responsibilities. Will he still find the
necessary time to deal with his
day-to-day constituency business?
"I have , until now , had a
surgery every Saturday morning
when I've met any 9onstituents
who've wished to see me. Wliat is
now likely is that it will be every
fortnight. The vast majority of my
constituents who want to contact
me write to me and one of the
advantages of living in Edinburgh .
is being relatively near my constituency and, of course, the Scottish
Office."
· With the next General Election
due in only two years time, Mt
Rifkind believes that the Conservatives can argue that they have
induced ~ "sense of realism"
throughout society, and he sees
that as the Government's single
biggest acliievement since taking
office. Whether the Government's record will be suffiqient to
get it re-elected remains/ to be
seen, but Mr Rifkind can defend .
his majority in Edinburgh Pentlands in the knowledge that he has
already make history by being
Scotland's youngest-ever Secretary of state. The question political
observers are now asking is
whether this high-flyer will be
gounded by the Scottish Office, or
whether his current job will be
the first of several in the Cabinet
leading right to the top.
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Still in the shadows
Donald Dewar's return to the House of Commons was a welcomed end to eight years out of central government. His reemergence as a face in politics has been unaffected by problems faced by the Labour Party. He has consolidated his
majority in the constituency of Garscadden (Glasgow) and is
currently Shadow Secretary of State for Scotland. Jacqueline
Brown talked to him about his views on education and devolution and the future of the Labour Party.
The past 18 months has seen a
determined effort on the part of
the Government to reduce education expenditure. The Green
Paper on Higher Education into
the 1990s recommends cuts in
both academic and student grants.
Mr Dewar describes the plight of
universities as institutions in
decline "with all the bitterness
and all the frustrations that sets

Dewar nevertheless points out the and Mrs Thatcher's inability to
inconsistency of having a Secret- control or contain it. -M rs
ary of State for Scotland who rep- Thatcher, he feels, has been badly
resents a small rump of Scottish affected: "Her tremendous elecopinion who controls the whole toral asset as the Iron Lady has
legislative pattern. He sees been tremendously undermined."
devolution as a means to finding a
solution to this problem.
Devolution: "I was very dis
SNP accuses .Labour's leaders appointed and surprised by the
of wishing Scotland to remain tied results of the referendum. I
to England. Mr Dewar describes think that a referendum now
•
this allegation as "cheeky , given would bring a very, very
the fact thai for a number of years different result."
after the referendum SNP was
officially opposed to devolution".
Describing Mrs Thatcher's
Mr Dewar is cynical about the eventual expl_anations as "a great
U-turn in SNP policy to support setpiece", Mr Dewar concedes
this issue and states that the party that Neil Kinnock did not perform
regards devolution as a ·'short- well. However, this does not
term stepping-stone" to leaving affect the Shadow Secretary's perthe UK altogether. hi contrast,. sonal estimation of his leader.
Mr Dewar sees devolution in very "I've found him a remarkably

STEAC (Scottish Tertiary Education authority Council) report
proposes the . devolution of the
eight main Scottish universities
from their English counterparts.
When this possibility was first
considered it was rejected by
many Vice-Chancellors on the
grounds that Scotland would possibly move into an academic backwater. Five years on, Mr Dewar
sees universities embittered by
up".
.
Liko many MPs M r D ewar 1s
cuts - especially departmental
concerned by the philosophy closures - and he senses a "wilbehind the Green Paper which
lingness to look at change and to
"seems to regard Higher Educa- look at the possibility of a Scottish
tion as a commercial investment solution".
on which you've got to get a
Such a development would fit in
return". The recqmmendations, well with the Labour Party's comhe feels, would result in full-time . mitment to putting tertiary educastudying becoming an elitist occu- tion and universities under the
pation with reductions in student control of the Scottish Assembly.
numbers and "so-called raised Mr Dewar would support this
standards" being introduced to move: "If you feel that this makes
maximise the return on Govern- sense - as I think it does - then
ment money. "I just think that the clearly the STEAC recommendawhole approach is wrong and ulti- tions of an over arching Scottish
mately dangerous."
body are a very good bridge into
Mr Dewar qualifies the subject that final structure.,.
balance proposed by the Green
Mr Dewar is well aware ()f the
Paper which puts "the distinct financial difficulties which now
emphasis on technological and face students: "The grant probdirectly 'tocational courses".
lems , the consistent underestimaWhilst agreeing that Britain tion of the up-rating need, the
requires an adequate supply of impact of Fowler - these are all
trained scientists and engineers, factors that do worry students and
he doesn't believe that this goal rightly worry students." He sums
should be attained at the expense up the present trend of Governof Arts and Social Science ment policy as "always to cut, to
courses.
deprive " and is particularly concerned about the 20 per cent
"I certainly would be very
reduction of the grant in real Donald Dewar now feeling
surprised if a liniversity of the
confident about Labour's future.
terms since 1979. ·
power and·prestige of EdinThe question of student loans
burgh was threatened in a
positive terms - as a way of
conflicts with Mr Dewar's view
direct way. You may see a sad,
"strengthening links with the UK
that Higher Education as an
sad squeezing of entry and in
and by proving that our system is
opportunity-as much for society
the range of teaching. You're
able to respond, that it can adapt
as the individual students . It 1s the
going to be an institution in
to Scottish needs".
job of the community, he states,
decline with all the frustrations
Malcolm Rifkind, the "new
to provide the individuals with a
and bitterness that sets up."
boy" in the Cabinet. is well known
chance to equip themselves to fulto Dewar who shadowed him as
" I don't believe that the Uni- fil a fuller role.
Whilst aware of the effects of Junior Scottish spokesman. " I
versity Grants Committee sho~ld
grant cuts, Mr Dewar feels that it · suspect that there ·s not much that
bully universities into changing is the growth in unemployment
I've got to learn in ter!JlS of his
their acadmic shape in a way that
which could deter school leavers personal characteristics. He is a
doesn't seem to them to be from entering Higher Education.
civilised and always pleasant man
appropriate and that is the logic "The longer term worry is probato deal with and he comes with a
which tends to lie at the end of the
bly more of a dis-incentiv.e." His considerable track record."
road that the Government is opposition to the nse in
Already. Mr Rifkind and Mr
travelling."
unemployment is, of course, a Dewar have clashed over the
The future authority of the concern which extends beyond ·recommendations presented in
UGC in Scotland is, Mr Dewar
the Green Paper on rates. The
the issue of educaiton.
feels, now questionable . A recent
Shadow Secretary describes the
The student grant: "The grant
proposed community ~eform as a
problems, the consistent
poll tax and considers 1t to be disunderestimation of the upcriminating and unfair. He
rating need, the impact of
regards Mr Rifkind_'s "abrasi~e"
Fowler - these are all factors
commitment to this issue as bemg
that do worry students and
out of character. '·He's been tryrightly worry students."
30 RODNEY STREET
. ing to nibble us up in. the House of
Commons and I don't think that it
As a consistent supporter of
EDIN. (Nr. CANONMILLS) devolution,
suits him."
Mr Dewar was disapGeorge Younger, the previous
pointed by the result of the 1979
031-557 2801
Secretary of State for Scotland,
referendum when less than a third
already seems "a distant memvoted in favour. The outcome surory".
Whilst being \otally_
prised Mr Dewar who comments
opposed to the policies which Mr
that "Scotland turned out to be
Younger
implemented,
Mr
conservative with a small 'c' Dewar realises that "he did a good
people took cold feet". A referenSCOTLAND'S No. I DEAUR .
dum now would, he feels, have a · job for Mrs thatcher - he was a
. FORFALCONCYCW
good servant to his mistress" .
very different result.
•
That mistress, Mr Dewar feels,
The Labour Party is committed
11UNDREDS IN STOCK
is now limping badly and he co~to implementing a devolution setsiders that the Westlands affau
tlement if they regain power. One
• BRING THIS ADVERT * obvious reason is that the strong has totally undermined Mrs
•
AND GET A FURTifER *
Thatcher's position as leader. He
Scottish pro-Labour vote is not
•
£20 OFFTHE·SALE
* adequately represented in the
sees the most important result of
•
PRICE ON ANY .
*
Mr Heseltine's allegations as
•
CYCLE IN STOCK
* House of commons, Whilst
showing the chaos which existed
•
OVER £150.00
* accepting this, results of being in a
within the Cabinet on this issue,
********************* minority represented party, Mr
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WINTER SALE
NOW ON!
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Dewar notes the importance of
maintaining an even keel and
mentions situation such as the
preLiverpool City Council
senting a problem for his party.
"There are difficulties and of
course the Labour Party's ability
to shoot itself in the foot is almost
legendar.y."
Mr Dewar is well aware that the
Government "calls the shots" in
politics and that there are no
shortcuts. However, he feels that
·che present economic situation
.will result in an early election.
Problems such as the drop in oil
prices are outwith governmental
control but "the rhetoric of sustained economic growth over four
years is looking sicker and sicker··
and he feels that the Conservatives might cut and run.
The Labour Party has already
started preparing for the next
General Election and plans to use
its solid support in Scotland and
the north of England as a platform. As Shadow Secretary of
State for Scotland, Mr Dewar has
an important role in · that campaign and his loyalty to the party
undoubtedly lightens the burden
on the Labour leadership.

as

On Malcolm Rifkind: "He comes
with a considerable track
record. I've known Malcolm for
many years - he's a civilised
and always a pleasant man to
deal with."
Dewar is regarded by his contemporaries as sometljing of a
pessimist ~ he prefers to regard
his outlook as being realistic. His
approach to the next Genernl
Election is cautionary. Whilst
being fairly confident of a Labour
victory in no way does he _underestimate the problems which the_y
will face. He lists the economic
situation. the unprecedented
height of unemployment as
immediate Labour concerns.
If ·Mr Dewar's view of the
effective leader and I think his
future is mixed. his attitude
strengths have been rather towards politics is not. ··Quite
unlikely ones - he is not a corn: simply I enjoy politics and I
municator or a front man - as remain comrnit,ed to the Labour
many people expected - but he is Party:· He doesn ·1 question
a very quick and incisive decision- whether politics is "worth the batmaker. ·· Mr Dewar's q_bvious sup- tle .. and is not deterred by defeat
port as he initially supported Roy which ··J think sends you back to
Hattersley for Labour leadership.
the hustings with renewed vigLooking back at the 1983 Gen.
M
eral Election. Mr Dewar explains our".
Predicting an early election. r
the Labour defeat as the result of Dewar is optimistic about the
"a terrible crisis of credibility Labour result. His many supporwhen nobody believed in our ters view a Labour victory as
competence··. Mr Dewar feels being just reward for his conthat the Labour Party has reco- tinued success as .Shadow Secretvered well and has a good chance ary. However. whilst hoping th_at
at the next election. Mr Kinnock. a Labour MP will replace Mr R1fhe feels, has done a lot to restore kind. Mr Dewar states that h~ is
confidence in the opposition and not "arrogant enough" to assume
has successfully promoted the fact that it will be him. He is lookmg
that Labour is a mainstream party forward to "fighting very hard
that "wants to win the next elec- right through to the next election"
tion".
in the fight to re-establish a
Regarded as a moderate, Mr Labour Government.

FANCY SOMEONE?
ot sure they know abou
1·t?.

Want to make your true intentions known?
Got a filthy mind?
Want to take1he piss·out of somebody?
d your Valentine's Day messages to Stude~t, for ou~ Valentine_'s special issue. Pu
our messages in the red Student boxes arouni:l the umons, or bnng them to 48 Th
Jeasance, by Monday 10th February- and we can all have a heart to heart!
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Dodging the dole
In the second part of our two-week feature about finding summer jobs, John Cook looks at the
options. available to students wishing to work at home this summer.
It can be one heck of a job finding a job in Britain today, but
that's probably what you'll have
to do this summer to make ends
meet. The prospects are not aweinspiring, but, to echo the words
of one famous entrepreneur, a
"nice little earner" can be made
. . . if you go !!bout it in the right
way ....

employer in the "job market.
As a result , then, you may find
you are left to your own devices
for a summer job, for example ,
through the "situations vacant"
columns in local newspapers or by
asking friends and relatives to
keep an eye out for loca_l vacan-

licensed hotel or unlicensed
restaurant. Th-ese regulations
help to ensure there are very rew
employees underpaid - if, however , you feel at any time you are
being underpaid , get in touch with
either the Wages Council or your,
local Jobcentre .

Job-hunting in general

The obvious thing to do in finding a job this summer is to take a
trip down to your local Jobcentre
and look at the job boards headed
"Temporary", but failing this ,
there are other ways of looking for
work: for example, by registering
with private employment agencies
specialising in "temps" , where the
agency sells your skills on the job
market, playing matchmaker between you and an employer. There
are distinct advantages in this: the
advice and mediation of an
experienced agency saves · time
and effort on the part of the inexperienced job-hunter. Also there
should be no fee for applicants c,es.
since the agencies are paid by the Your Job Rights
employers on a commission basis
in some trades minimum pay
- that means you should never
pay or be asked to pay an employ- and holidays are fixed by law and
covered by wages councils. Many
ment agency to help you find of the summer jobs students are
work. There is one major draw- likely to obtain are covered by
back with employment agencies, wages councils such as the retail
however, as far as students are trade, hotels, licensed restaurconcerned , and that is that some ants, cafes, pubs and clubs. This
specific skills (e.g. office skill) is requires these employers to grant
often necessary to find employ- customary public holidays , to
ment through an agency since have a working week of 39 hours
most usually specialise in one par- excfuding meals and tea breaks ,
ticular field , and/or because it is and to pay a legal minimum wage
necessary for the applicant to which varies according to whether
have somethin_g to sell to an vou are. for example. work in~ in a

Jobs in Edinburgh
Finally, if you are going to be in
Edinburgh this summer here's a
rundown of the odds on getting a
job: one non-starter, already, is
the Commonwealth Games who
are offering no paid employment
this summer but are only taking
on volunteers. Not much better at
a 100-1 rank outsider is a job with
the District Council whose Personnel Department say that
though there are temporary summer jobs avai lable, for example in
offices or public amenities, they
have no need for any further
applicants this year because some

departments have a "floating
list", taking on the same temporary staff year after year. However, if any jobs do come up , see
local press and Jobcentre for
details, they say. At 50-1 and 40-1
respectively, come the Fringe and
the Festival which take on people
from approximately May until
October, mainly in box office and
administration. The Fringe gets
200-300 applications a year for
holiday work yet because of the
"floating list" system will need as
little as ten new people this year
- employees work a six-day
week, pay is £100-£110 a week ,
applications are looked at in
March , with interviews over Easter. The Festival also have a
" floating list" but they take on
a higher number of new people
pay is £85 a week fo r a seven-day
week and interviewing starts
soon , so apply now.
With such long odds, then , any
temporary jobs from the Commonwealth Games or the Festival
are not going to come directly
from the events themselves but as
a spin-off from increased trade in
shops, hotels and bars in the city,
so that coming in at 10-1 joint
favourites are those "temps"
agencies specialising in hotel and
catering, and the Jobcentre at
South S"t Andrew Street which runs
a "function bank" where students
can register to be called up for
casual hotel work, for example,
when a hotel requires extra staff
for a big function or event. As well
as this one big company is providing all the catering for the entire
Commonwealth Games, and
according to the Jobcentre , hundreds of vacancies will become
available over the summer in a
mini-jobs boom.

All in all, then , it looks as if the ·
hotel and catering business is the
best trade to apply to this summer
if you want to have a little flutter
on the Job Stakes in Edinburgh
.. but, remember , whatever
you do this summer , start thinking
about applying for it now , for the
unhappy truth is that finding a
summer job in 1986 will not be a
one horse race.
Some useful addresses
Main Job Centre/Job Library:
11-13 South St Andrew St. Tel 556
9211.
Citizens' Advice Bureaux: 58
Dundas Street ; tel 557 1500. 268
Gorgie Road; tel 337 6353.
Private Employment Agencies:
Hotel , Catering and Bar Staff
Employment
Agency-New
Fields, 54 Shandwick Place; tel
226 2015 either 226 or 2804. Temporary Office Staff - Lothian
Appointments, 47 Barclay Place;
tel 228 2558.
Edinburgh Festival Society Ltd:
21 Market Street; tel 226 4001
Fringe Society: 170 high Street;
tel 226 5257.
Edinburgh Film Festival (Filmhouse): 88 Lothian Road ; 228
6382.
Commonwealth Games (Volunteer Division): Canning House , 19
Canning Street ; tel 248 1986 ext
1937.
.
The City of Edinburgh District
Council Personnel and Management Dept: City Chambers, High
Street; tel 225 2424.
Wages Council: Department of
Employment , Pentland House,
Robb's Loan; tel 443 8731.
and if all else fails ...
Social Security Offices: 38 Castle Terrace; tel 229 4311. 160
Causewayside ; tel 667 191 9.

Letters Extr.i

,.

l\1ore dissatisfaction with that meeting of King's Buildings Union
Dear Swdent,
I am writing to express my utter
disgust, having just attended a
·General Meeting' of the Kings
Buildings Union, or what this
Farce· purported to be as it was
dominated by mob rule from start
to Finish.
I expected to hear the facts and
arguments for a REFERENDUM
an whether KBU and EUSA
- should merge discussed in a
democratic·and civilised manner.
I was to be disappointed , for as
soon as supporters of this motion
went to speak they were shouted
down b a loud-mouthed mob at he
back. who seized every opportunity to heckle and reduced the
entire proceedings to a complete
and utter sham. The.mob"s booing
of the EUSA speakers erupted
into massive chaos as their stalwarts Murray Low and Andrew
Holms took the platform and
denounced
them
dismissing
points made for the motion with
niceties , such as '" Shut up, prickless!'"
During the question time, the
chairman chose speakers often
speaking from the mob but when
we did gett to hear some proreferendum make ressonable
points , it suddenly became time
for summing up - with the order
changed and the opposers of the
motion summing up after the
proposer so he could get the last
word as usual.
Naturally the vote resulted ina·
landslide against the motion
.although I Find it impossible not to
believe that many present were
intimated by the jeering mob - I

must state that some of the ·worst
examples of loutish behaviour displayed that night came from the
KBU staff. Well. what·would one
expect, when the meeting had
been advertised under slogans
like "Save Your Union!" "Should
EUSA be allowed to take over
KB ?" conjuring up the impression
that KB was about to be taken
over and run from George
Square.
The mob began to disperse,
then when the chair announced
the next motion (from Saviour
Law and Holms naturally) would
be about a reprimand of the Science Students Council forthe
crime of wanting to let ordinary

science
students themselves
decide who should provide the
catering services at KB rather
than that uncivilised mob , we
heard ,cries of "Oh aye! Hang on
lads! " - this fime the SSC people
·were so fed up with thise whole
farce they didn't bother to oppose
the motion.
The mob then moved out presumably up to get their
reduced 40p pints in the KB U bar
- their reward for a decent
night's work.
.
After this absolute.disgrace all I
can say give me EUSA democracy
any day!
Yours in disgust.
C. Grant
0

HARVEY""i=
v-! WALLBANGERS
return again with
yet another new show

Royal Lyceum

(031) 229 9697

ONE NIGHT ONL V
Sunday February 16 at 8 pm

Dear Student,
I write to make public my dissatisfaction with the running of
the General Meeting of KBU ,
held on January 30th , and to let
the majority of KB U users (ie
those who were not present) know
about the blatantly undemocratic
events that took place there that
night. Although there were plenty
of people (principally KBU committee members) who were not
prepared to allow open debate ,
the responsibility for the whole
travety must rest with the chairman of the meeting. I, therefore,
do not accept the competence of
the GM on two grounds: biased
chairmanship; and disregard for
the content of the motion put
before the meeting.
,
That the GM was incompetenly .
chaired can hardly be refuted by
anyone who was there . the audience was frequently confused as
to what they were being asked to
debate and/or vote for, the chaos
over the votes concerning the
amendments to the motion being
simply the most obvious example.
But on top of this , questions were
all too often repeated by speakers
from the floor when the point had
·already
been
adequately
answered, hence depriving other
speakers their chance to make a
point. Similarly, attempts by the
opposition to answer a question
asked of the propostion, were
only haltt;d by audience complaints , and the Chair at one point
even tried to answer a question aimed at the opposition - himself. Were these the actions (or
inactions) of a competent and
unbiased chairman? I do not think

so.
Secondly , at no point was the
content of the motion - that a
referendum should be held on
KBU's affiliation to EUSA debated at any length. There was
plenty of supposedly "in formed"
discussion of the whys and wherefores of the act of affiliation itself,
but surely this would have been
more suited to referendum hustings than a debate on wheter a
referendum should take place at
all. Again, this can be laid at the.
feet of an incompetent Chair ,
though there was open complicity
by the oppoosition and their
friends in the audience. Then, as
the ultimate proof of this antidemocratic manoeuvring, came
the chairman 's call for all those
who supported " the motion and
affiliation" to raise their hands.
The whole meeting was a
shoddy mess. As a result of the
obvious disregard for free speech
and democratic decision making
of those in charge of KBU , 1 will
no longer be using the union. I
would urge all those who feel similarly to do likewise , and to write ro
the KBU committee telling them
why.
Yours,
Robert MacKenzie

Five words
To whom it may concern:
I am nota marxist.
Yours faithfully ,
Harry Elwin
Deputy President
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Sport

(.r] Sex, Drugs, Rock
·

... and Rugby

Last weekend a Social XV
and a Ladies XV from the EU
Rugby Club went on a joint
tour to Swansea to coincide
with the Scotland-Wales
international in Cardiff.

of a replacement for Gareth.

The next morning, as the ladies'
team (all 11 of them) hungrily
awaited their encounter with the
second best ladies university team
in Britain, the boys' (sorry,
men 's! ) team drew lots for posi~
Having printed the T-shirts, tions. The matches were serious
elected the tour policeman (Harry . enough once started though- the
"Sex Maniac" Dillon) and the tour Social XV losing 16-0 and the
judge (Steve "Every night's a referee losing count in the ladies
Saturday night" Burns) , the
match (I'm not saying who won),·
Rumpy Pumpy Romp '86 roared
with the Edinburgh side coming to
into action on Thursday morning.
within three inches of their firstNine pints later the coach arrived
ever try (that's a clue!) . After·in Swansea with only one casualty wards, however, all sorrows were
- "Gareth " the team trophy
drowned with the aid of the tour
(··donated" to the Welsh boys last
policeman who , in his considerayear by the Pear Tree).
ble wisdom . was known to blow
his whistle for " Dead Ants" if
After giving our hosts ihat most
someone was carrying a round of
traditional of Scottish greetingsdrinks, or " Kiss the person to your
"/'m Singing in the Rain" - most left" if Diane Rogers was on his
of the tourists went home to their right.
hosts' flats, with the exception of
The next day at the ungodly
one who single-handedly rear.ranged the traffic signs in search hour of 9.30 am, the bus set out

i

A mud bath

The Hare and Hounds team
- the pride of Edinburgh
University - assembled at
midday on Friday, to embark
on the annual pilgrimage to.
the most prestigious of events
- the British Universities'
Cross Country Championships.
It was the turn of Keele University in Stoke to play the role of
hosts, and they had prepared a
course which fulfilled the ideals of
all cross country runners. In other
words, each competitor had to
propel himself (or herself)
through a mud-bath stretching for
six miles. This was no course for
the lighthearted, or lightfooted.
There were no marks for style or
elegance, and one could only sympathise with those who were not
wearing spikes , fortheirs was a
lost cause . Endurance, a thick
head, flat feet and a pair of spikes,
were all the equipment that was
required to play this fun game in
'
the mud.
Staying overnight in a luxurious
hotel, the Hare and Hounds were
not to be softened up by a few
drinks and cosy bedrooms. ·wear-

ing mean facial expressions, and
the customary green attire, no
fewer than nine Hares mingled
with the cream of university athletics at 2.30 pm on the Saturday
afternoon.
D.
Buzza
of
Loughborough University (who's
he? and where the hell is
Loughborough?) hurtled through
the mud to occupy the winner's
rostrum , though only a mere eight
seconds separated the first four
finishers.
Alistair Morphy was once again
·Jabelledthe hero of the Hare and
Hounds, claiming 73rd position in
the company of fierce opposition,
and overall, Edinburgh Univ
ersity stood proudly in 25th position. No one could cope with the
might of Birmingham, not even
the mysterious team from
unknown Loughborough. Congratulations ·must go to our team
captain - Rab Brown - who
made his long-awaited comeback
after half a year in the wilderness,
due to injury. The fact that he
failed to finish the race , and
puked up on the coach journey
home , is comp.letely irrelevant,
for he was an inspiration to us all.
Carl Marston

4! Water music
·--

On Sunday, 40 members of tain's speech was given by Nick
the Boat Club travelled to Bramwell who attempted to
Glasgow to take part in a describe the "addiction of win_ning" that motivates everybody
sponsored row to raise money during the long winter's training.
for club funds. In bitterly cold Special thanks are due to Charconditions each person man- lotte Haigh who organised tl,le
aged to complete 20 miles. evening.
Hopefully about £250 will be
On the 16th March, there will
raised to help pay for the new be a race against Glasgow Univerrowing ergometer recently sity Boat Club over 4 miles on the
River Clyde. This event was
purchased by the club.
initiated in 1919 when a Mr MacTh.e annual Boat Club Ball was
· held on Wednesday in ihe Carlton
Hotel. The Guest Speaker was Mr
Brian Snowden, President of the
Scottish Amateur Rowing Association, who spoke about the role of
the Association and of the Club,
at the forthcoming Commonwealth Games Regatta . The cap-

Bride of Glasgow University Athletic Club accepted the offer of a
race against the rowing section of
EU Athletic Club. This was held
every year until the war, but has
now been reinstated and will
hopefully become an annual fixture once. again.
M. Packer

for Cardiff Arms Park. The close
friendly atmosphere provided a
great match , with particular
interest for the Swansea boys as
the Welsh full back, Paul Thorburn, is a student in Swansea himself. What was to follow that night
certainly proved to be the high
point of the tour with old favourites like "Rawhide" (instilled by
watching The Blues Brothers
video every time the coach
moved) ensuring a conside_rable
improvement in fitness ,' and
finished off the tour with a bang!
Thanks and appreciation from
the blokes must go to the I I ·
female tourists for being wme for ·
a laugh at all times, and thanks
from all those involved must go to
Alistair "Nuclear Flatuelenae"
Gardener for his organisation of
the trip and total neglect of
responsibility the rest of the time.
Rematch ~ Social XV v. Ladies
XV in two weeks.
Chris Vaughan

Peffermill once again hosts the
once a te·rrn lacrosse tournament
on Sunday. 9th February. If you
fancy a game. pop into the Sports
Union Office an d fill in an application form by Friday lunchtime.
We accept entries from individuals or part teams and will make up
full teams of nine from them. All
standards of players are welcome
. and we have plenty of sticks so
there are no excuses-be there at
I pm.
For the third year Endsleigh _
Insurance (they of Bristo Square
fame)
are
sponsoring
the
Endsleigh National Collegiate
Five-a-Side Tournament. This is
the only competition of its kind
which is open to all colleges in Britain. The national final takes place
on 9th March in Coventry, but the
competition kicks off this Sunday
with the regional finals. The Scottish event will take place at Jordanhill College, Glasgow, starting
at 10 am, with teams from 26 colleges and universities in Scotland,
and entry to spectate is free.
Last year EU Football club were
regional runners-u_p_ and pe~formed well in the nat19nal final m
Coventry. Support for them would
be very welcome, so if you fancy an
exciting day out, it would be well
·worth the trip.

Steven Lucas, the winner of Student's ski competition, celebrates his
good fortune by getting in some practice in the Botanic Gardens. The
snow conditions, however, were not conducive to exhibitionist skiing and .
Lucas must now wait to April to display his undoubted talents. Steven,
a third year Business Studies and Statistics student, voiced his
appreciation at Ski an Do and the Travel Centre's joint donation, but
added a note of caution: "The big trouble -is finding the right partner!"
031-225 4068.
Photo: Dave Yarrow

For the third successive and request playing piano men.
Guests will also be treated to a
year the Sports Union Ball is a
total se\l,out-..,... the annual free draw with the star prize being
a weekend for two in Amsterdam
sporting extravaganza at the at a time of their choice.
North British Hotel takes
place this Thursday 6th FebOn a more serious side the Ball
ruary and promises to be as incorporates the Sports Unions
successful an evening as ever.
Awards for outstanding sporting
250 Double Tickets priced £30
were snapped up before Christmas, without a single poster being
put up to advertise the fact! Sports
Union Clubs were given first
chance and a limited number went
on general sale.
For £30 the lucky couples
'receive a splendid dinner and .a
choice 'of musical entertainments
ranging from a rock n roll band ,
jazz band, ceilidh band. an all
night disco, a barbership quartet

"God knows?
"If you're confident, you're
always totally different to the
player that's lacking confi~
dence."
Osvaldo Ardiles

On paper this match against
was one
Pentland NUVOC
that the University were never
the Pleasance at 12.30. Teams likely _to win and only during a
wishing to enter should pick up an brief spell midway through the
application form and ~eturn it to match did they ever look in conthe Sports Union Office by Fn- trol of the proceedings.
day.
With Pentland quickly finding
their touch they totally destroyed
A series of squash tournaments the University at the net with
will take place at the Pleasance some faultless setting by Glen
from 27th February until 2nd "Lugs" Peters and destructive
March. There will be six competi- spiking by "Bouncing" Bill
tion in total - 'A' Standard, ' B' Stobie .
After losing the first set 15-5 the
Standard and Novice , for both men
frustration proved too much for
and women. Entry forms can be
"Glittering" Bobby Gilchrist who
picked up from the noticeboard in
suffered a mental breakdown and
the squash court concourse and
retired to the subs bench a pitiful,
they should be returned to the PE
Department office by Thursday gibbering, wretch; muttering
"Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.··
20th February with £1 entry fee .
This Sunday ~ five-a-side football competition 'Yill take place at

'The tournaments are being
generously sponsored by Colin
.Campbell sports, 55 Ratcliffe_Terrace.

achievements in the year 1984-85.
Awards are made to the best male
and female athletes and club of
the year. as well as various awards
to individuals making outstanding
contributions to sport at the University. these will be presented by
the Rector . Archie McPherson.
So the Ball organised by the
year's Vice-Pres Jessica Lawlor
is looking good for those lucky
enough to have tickets. but for
the rest of us, start queuing for "87
folks!

Midw<1y through the next set.
Johnny "George Hamilton IV"
Smith suffered an attack of cramp
and was dragged off court. by
unsympathetic
skipper.
Al
"Sweetness" Hendry. With Smith
receiving leg massage from "Cuckoo .. Gilchrist the University were
now stretched to the limit. Ironically it was only now that they
began to perform. following a tactical switch conceived by acting
coach John "Rota" Burgess allowing the University, now with only
3 spikers on court >- to power
through a bewildered NUVOC to
take the set 15-12.
With Dynasty star Smith now
back in action the students raced
to an 8-3 lead, but Smith"s
thoughts seemed to return to new
sweetheart Linda Evans and
before you could say "Dynasty II"
the match was Jost, by 3 sets to I.

Glen Peters who had allegedly
sufferent a torrent of abuse during
the match from "Sweetness" HenThe second set saw little dry later knocked a pint over him .
improvement with the University
"A complete accident ," gringoing down 15-9 to the merciless
ned "Lugs".
fatbellies from Firhill.
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Sport

@ ;Rovers defy Aids

··sm
LESTER

Peebles 1
2 Edin. Univ. 1
!
Goals frooi Mitchen; Mar- pressure fro~ Peebles with Stu_art
tin and Govan gave Edin- ~onec_rusher• Miller tackling
burgh 8 share of the points in with his ~sual f~roc1ty. Grah~m
th · I al derby against -and McKie ~~bmed well m m_1deir

field for !Edinburgh creatmg
opportunitii:s for Martin to run at
the Peebles defence . Martin's
nickname 1of 'Aids' may have
accounted for the space t~ey gave
~im. With E~i~burgh's domi_n~1100 of the m1df1eld and M~rtm _s
penetratmg runs down the nght, 11
Peebles tried to make the most was no surprise when they went
of their home advantage and had ahead in the 11th minute when
the ball in the net after only three Smith met a cross and slotted the
minutes but referee Tinley judged ball
past
ex-Hibs
goalie
the goal offside. This was almost McDonald.
the last correct decision he made
and his ridiculous offside decision
P~ebles occasionally looked
against Govan in the 87th minute oangerous on the break and Learmay have robbed Edinburgh
mood shot narrowly past in the
of the chance of a replay. Edin- 25t~ minute. This was during a
burgh's defence seems to have five-minute spell when Peebles
two
players
booked,
improved over the last few weeks, had
however, and they seemed more Cafnpbel~ for dangerous play and
ihan capable of s~aking up any Thomson first for questioning the
OC

,

Spartans on Thursday mght
for the first time since 1978.
and the team were in a confident.mood as they travelled to
me,,t Peebles Rovers in this
King's Cup first round tie.·

I

I

I

The second half was a completely different .story from the
first with Peebles haying all the
possession and keeping Edinburgh ~inned down ir their own
Champion Hurdler See You
half of the field. Hastings' only slip
in an otherwise excellent game led Then hacked up last Saturday
to Peebles' equaliser when he at the rather generous odds of
failed to hold a free kick and the· 3-1 to maintain this year's
.ball tri~kled into the net. Peebles profit, albeit a rather modest
went ahead in the 65th minute one.
when the ball broke to Murphy in
a crowded ·penalty area and he
West Country trainer Martin
tapped "it in at the far post. EdinPipe sent out four winners on
burgh came back into the game in _Monday and must have every
the last 15 minutes and but for that chance of saddling the winner of
ridiculous offside decision may the Schweppes Gold Trophy at
well have earned a replay at Pef- Newbury on Saturday. Pipe has
fermill.
·
four of his top hurdlers en.tered for
Jim Cunningham this event, the pick of which could
well prove to be CA TS EYES who

PRIZE

'

/

referee's decisions ancl then his
parentage. Edinburgh cpuld have
gone further ahead when Graham
shot into McDonald's drms when
it looked easier to scorf

J Firsts t~p the league

ran a blinder wheq second in the
Irish
Sweeps , Hurdle
at
Leopardstown fou~ weeks ago.
King George iinner WA y.
WARD LAD begins his Gold Cup
preparation at Newbury on Saturday and should give a run for your
money. KARENOMORE, an
early casualty at Sandown last
week, makes a quick reappearance and can recoup losses at
either Ayr or Newbury on Satur.
day.
Peter Easterby trained JOBROKE is running into form and is
well handicapped in the feature
event at Uttoxeter on Saturday .
Mrs Mercy Rimell's BROAD
BEAM has shown a new lease
life since being put over obstacles
and can win at Newbury on Friday
- later on the same afternoon
Nicky Henderson's PRIME OATS
can add weight to his Triumph
Hurdle claims by winning the valuable Stroud Green Hurdle.
Finally, put a few guineas on w·
SIX TIMES at Huntingdon on
Thursday.

or

CROSSWORD

EUMHC 1st XI 5 Dundee HSFP 1
· Nothing attracts publicity
quite like success. As a result
the University 1st XI had
endured a hectic week. Suddenly television interviews,
transatlantic satellite link-ups
and the constant presense of
screaming females all became
part of the job.

opening by the University. Poor
passing and weak tackling meant a
fair degree of Dundee pressure
until , against the run of play , the
beauish Williams converted the
first short corner of the game.
Shortly afterwards Wyatt scored
the best of the match when rounding the opposing sweeper he proceeded to strike a splendid drive
Although the pictures of a nude into the far corner. Midway
Macleod in 'Playgirl' caused quite through the half he produced a
a stir, the highlight came on Satur- second, this time sweeping a
day morning when the 'Scotsman' cross, first time, past the keeper.
dedicated an entire column to the
'fine form' of EU 1st XI. The It was a case of fortune favouring
mind behind the masterpiece pre- the brave as the University went
predicted victory over Dundee full thrust to overpower any Dunas a foregone conclusion. Would he dee resistance. Loughlin. who had
be proved correct or would all the very 'coitusly' interrupted yet
prosperity threaten to ripen the another one of his dirty
weekends, rounded off a splendid
principle of decay?
openi ng half when throwing his
It was a somewhat lethargic stick off the pitch he picked up the

ball just inside the penalty area ·
and drove a powerful left foot shot
past the outstretched goalkeeper.
The umpire , on the rebound from
one of the floodlights, gave the
goal.
At half-time ihe University
knew that even they could QOI
. throw away a four-goal cushion.
Neve.rtheless they did theit best to
prov_e themselves wrong, conceding a goal midway through the second half. However some stout
defending by Mcfarlane and a
late flick from Big (?) Norm
ensured that the points were well
and truly safe. With the University players rapidly becoming
household names , they are
eagerly reaching for the sky. They
know off course that in order to
get there they have to climb 'the
Stepps'.
_Syd

ACROSS

Girls;on top at Pl~asance
Competitors from all the
Scottish universities came to
this well-organised event at
the Pleasance on 25th/26th
January. On the Saturday the
,
,_
d
men s --.,5 , - 71 , - 78 an
-86 kg and Orange Belt and ·
under·, and women's ~I,_ \
66 kg and Open took place.
The following day the team
events and men's Open were
fought.
In· the individuals our girls
Karin
excelled themselves Klab!Jnde won a gold and silver,
Sarah Kibby won silver and

Rolf

by Julian Thomas

bronze, and Morag Torrie a
bronze. As a team, these three
won all their matches , except for a
closely fought match against
Aberdeen, and narrowly missec!
the gold team medal.
The Edinburgh men did not
fare quite so well - the Captain
Peter Armstrong proved skilful to
win a bronze in the Open against
stiff opposition, while Peter Raferty proved hard to stop. Having
finished a contest ·in the Orange
Belt and under on one mat, be
went straight on to fight in the 65
kg on the other. Apart from Derrell Young's triumph in the

coach1s Open , that was the extent
of the men's success.
Last and least, mention should
be made of the boys from Heriot
Watt , who won nearly all the
weight categories. They went on
to win the men's team event, having already won the Scottish University League this year.
Altogether, it was a weekend
enjoyed by . all (except those
injured) and good training for the
British Universities championships to be held at Crystal Palace
in February.
Karin Klabunde

I. Fits up Lucifer and Latin chasm (7)
2. Blu• - the French say it's wrong,
in Frend\ (7)
9. Proportions of smdll hotel ,
belonging to Nelson (8)
10. Overprotection
bY1
-Molly,
commonly (6)
11. Posh edible Fungi! (SJ
12. Stile to Latin in this place (6)
14. Chartered accounta~t forms a
controversial issue about no,w (3, 2, 5)
17. Deciding the issue, One way or
the other, by raising an arm.(6, 2, 2)
21. Noth ing new in the navy except fame (6)
,
22. Transport to China tiy fast car quite the opposite (4 , 4) ·
23. Taketoatrial-orleadaway(6)
24. Trails, that is, or eipression of
uncertainty of existe nce (2, ·2 , 4)
·25_ Yes, hell for Pete and Percy (7)
26. Lesser business partner under the
rails (7)

1. Mother twice su rroun ds the
headgear of a great leader (7)
2. Arrive a nd shorten legs! (4, 2)
3. Get on famously, but knock
nevertheless (3, 3)
4. Tries an acorn toss with a point a nd
achieves a high total (6, I , 3)
6. High noon - sink be low afte r
performance (4, 4)
7. Real Plod for ageing adornmen t
(3, 5)
8. See Queen abstain and wobble (7)
13. So America n intellige nce has lists
of egalitarians! (10)
15. Mend toes after people throw
rocks at my body (8)
16. Projected ice dance? (8)
·t7. Mix and match - all sorts (7)
18. One Who rem.ains or eases
indigestion (7)
19. Was the cut deep? (6)
20. Put back around mineral deposit and riped (4, 2)

, Compiled. by Pau_l Greatr.ix and Graham Lindsay..
Com~l~ted solutions, together with you_r nal!le and address, should be ·
handed in to the Studei,t offices at 48 The Pleasance or put in one o(the_
red Studenl bo,q!S around the Unions, by 1 pm on Monday. The sender
of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's name will
be published Jo next weeJ('s Student.

Laa Week's Solution
ACROSS
I, 13 and 19 Half Man Half Biscuit; 4 Dancing; 9 Difford; 10 Sun City; 11 Orange ;
12 Cross; 15 Riley; 16 James; 22 Sham ; 23 Barney; 27 Bauhaus; 28 Fashion ; 29
Sisters; 30 DHSS
j
I Haddock; 2 Left Arm; 5 Nun's Car;·6 Initial; ~ Goya; 8 Gong; 10 Scruffs; 14
Albinos; 17 Mahouts ; 18 Summate; 20 Tin fish ; 21 Pry Ends; 24 Arse; 25 Ebbs; 26
1
Afar

DOWN

Last week's winner: Alan Reid , Cowan House, P-0I16ck Halls.

i;

